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Abstract

The goal of this study is to improve knowledge about how cloud inhomogeneities affect

the reflection of solar radiation. In particular, il addresses two main questions: what the

processes through which inhomogeneities influence solar reflection are, and how this

influence can be taken into account in albedo retrievals based on future satellite

measurements.

The flrst question is important, since present methods give numerical results only at.out

the overall radiative effect of cloud inhomogeneities, but cannot determine the degree to

which various mechanisms are responsible for this overall effect. This study establishes a

theoretical framework which deflnes and evaluates the various processes through which

cloud inhomogeneities influence solar radiation. This framework is then used to examine

quantitatively the inhomogeneity effects that occur in irregular cloud fields. Among other

insights, it is shown and explained that identical variations in cloud optical thickness can

cause much stronger inhomogeneity effects if they are due to variations in geometricai

cloud thickness, and not in volume extinction coefficient (as assumed in previous studies

of irregular cloud fields). The differences in albedo can exceed 0.05, and the relative

differences in reflectance IOward the zenith can be greater than 25% for overhead sun, and

50% for oblique sun. AIso, a possible explanation is given for a phenomenon observed in

previous studies: that cloud reflectivity toward the zenith increases with decreasing solar

elevation.

This study also develops an albedo retrieval algorithm that considers radiative

inhomogeneity effects. The algorithm takes advantage of the unique multi-view capability

of the Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) placed on the Earth Observing

System-AM satellite (10 be launched in 1998). This instrument will offer new possibilities

for albedo retrievals since, unlike present instruments, it will measure the radiation

reflected in not only one, but nine directions. The potential accuracy of the algorithm is

anaiyzed for a dataset obtained by using a Monte Carlo modeito simulate radiative transfer

through a large number of irregular cloud fields. The results indicate that using multi-view

measurements can improve the accuracy of satellite-based albedo retrievals by a factor of

three or more.
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Résumé

Le but de cette étude est de mieux comprendre le~ effets de 1'hétérogénéité des nuages sur

la réflection de la radiation solaire. En particulier, on se pose deux questions: quels sont

les processus dont 1'hétérogénéité influence la réflection solaire, et comment tenir compte

de cette influence dans les données d'albédo qui seront prises par les satellites dans le

futur.

La première question est importante puisque les méthodes courantes ne donnent que des

résultats numériques sur l'ensemble des effets de l'hétérogénéité, mais n'évaluent pas

l'importance des mécanismes divers. Cette étude développe un modèle théorique pour

définir et évaluer les processus dont l'hétérogénéité des nuages influence la radiation

solaire. Ce modèle est utilisé pour examiner d'une façon quantitative les effets de

l'hétérogénéité des nuages. Parmi d'autres découvertes, l'étude démontre que des

variations identiques dans l'épaisseur optique des nuages peuvent produire des effets

d'hétérogénéité beaucoup plus importants lorsque les variations proviennent de l'épaisseur

géométrique des nuages et non du coefficient d'atténuation par volume (comme cela était

présumé dans des études antérieures sur les champs de nuages irréguliers). Les

différences d'albédo peuvent dépasser 0.05 et celles de la réflectance vers le zénith

peuvent être supérieures à 25% pour un soleil direct et 50% pour un soleil oblique. Aussi,

une explication possible est donnée pour un phénomène déjà observé dans des études

précédentes que la réflectivité des nuages vers le zénith ?ugmente lorsque l'élévation

solaire diminue.

Cette étude développe également un algorithme pour évaluer l'albédo en tenant compte des

effets radiatifs de l'hétérogénéité. Cet algorithme profite de la capacité unique de prises de

vues multiples du "Multi-angle Imaging SpecrroRadiometer (MISR)" qui se trouve sur le

satellite "Eanh Observing System-AM" (qui sera lancé en 1998). Cet instmment offrira

des nouvelles possibilités pour l'évaluation de l'albédo puisqu'il mesure la radiation

réfléchie dans neuf directions et non dans une seule direction, comme le font les

instruments courants. La précision potentielle de l'algorithme est analysée avec des

données qui proviennent d'une simulation de Monte Carlo pour le transfert radiatif à

travers un grand nombre de champs de nuages irréguliers. Les résultats démontrent que

l'utilisation de mesures avec des prises de vues multiples peut améliorer la précision des

données d'albédo provenant de satellites par un facteur d'au moins trois.
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Statement of Originality

This thesis contains the following original contributions to knowledge:

• It establishes a theoretical framework to define and evaluate the various processes

through which cloud iahomogeneities influence solar radiation. This framework is

then used to obtain and explain the following results:

• Identical variations ir;loud optical thickness can lead to significantly different

radiative properties if the variations are due to variations in the volume

extinction coefficient (as assumed in previous 5lUdies of irregular cloud fields)

or in geometrical cloud thickness. For overhead sun, the differences in albedo

are comparable in magnitude to the effects of radiative interactions among

nearby cloud elements (3-D effects), and can exceed 0.05. For oblique sun,

the differences are smaller, but can still be significant.

• -For oblique sun, 3-D effects decrease the scene albedo primarily by making

the reflection of upwelling photons more difficult, as opposed to making the

transmission of downwelling photons easier.

• The main means by which 3-D effects decrease the albedo of douds with

volume extinction coefficient variations is the flow ofradiation from thick to

thin regions. In the case of cloud top height variations, however, the main

means is the flow of radiation from thin to thick regions.

• For overhead sun, 3-D effects can increase the albedo even if neither

absorption nor surface reflection occurs. This implies that the Independent

Pixel Approximation underestimates the albedo of sorne inhomogeneous cloud

scenes.

• The addition of an underlying homogeneous, plane-parallel cloud layer can

enhance 3-D radiative inhomogeneity effects.

IV
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It offers a possible explanation of why cloud reflectivity toward the zenith increases

with decreasing solar elevation. (This phenomenon has been observed in previous

studies.)

It develops :10 albedo renieval a1gorithm to take advantage of the unique multi-angle

view capability of the future satellite instrument, the Multi-angle Imaging

SpectroRadiometer (MISR).

It presents an error analysis of the developed algorithm which demonstrates that the

use of multi-view satellite measurements can improve the accuracy of cloud albedo

retrievals.

v
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Solar Radiation and Clouds

The solar radiation absorbed by the earth is the ultimate source of energy for al!

atmospheric processes. However, not al! of the radiation which reaches the planet is

absorbed; about 30% of it gets reflected back to space. Since clouds are responsible for

about two-thirds of this reflection (Hartman 1994), a thorough understanding of how

clouds affect solar radiation is very important for climate studies. This understanding is

also important because, by using satellites to measure the radiation reflected from clouds,

one can infer cloud properties that influence this reflection. As Rossow (1989) asserts, we

must understand solar radiative transfer through clouds in order to obtain a global

distribution of cloud properties. 1

Due to its high importance, the effect of clouds on solar radiation has been the focus of

intense research efforts for several decades. Despite the great achievements of these efforts,

sorne very important questions still remain unanswered (Harshvardhan 1991; Vonder Haar

1994). As Arking states in his review paper (Arking 1991), "clouds may have a strong

influence on climate change, but we are far from knowing the magnitude or even the sign

of Ihis influence."2 Our understanding of climate and our ability to model and predict

possible climate changes suffer greatly from these uncertainties. For example, the study by

Cess et al. (1990) shows that the main reason that 19 climate models from around the

world have different sensitivities to increased carbon-dioxide levels is thatthey treat cloud

feedback processes differently.3 The measuremenr of cloud properties from satellites is also

IClouds not only affect solar radiation, but, converse1y, are aiso infiuenced by the solar energy they absorb
(Jonas 1989; Boers and Mitehelll994; Xu 1995).
2The results of a recent study by Chou et al. (1995) suggest that clouds may decrease the energy availablc
for the Earth-Atmosphere system, even if the 10ngwave effect is includcd.
3The study of Ellingson and Fouquart (1990) shows thal radiative processes are represented more accurately
in climate models for clear than for cloudy conditions.

1
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highly limited by the uncertainties in our understanding of solar radiative processes which

occur in clouds (Marshak et al. 1995b; Pincus et al. 1995).

Due to the high importance of its still unresolved questions, the radiative effect of clouds is

widely regarded as one of the most urgent problems in current climate research. For

example, the Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change set up by the United Nations

recognized it as a key area of scientific uncertainty (IPCC, 1990). AIso, the study of the

role that clouds play in our climate is the top priority of the United States Global Change

Research Program. Similarly, the frrst scientific priority of the Earth Observing System

the centerpiece of the US satellite remote sensing efforts over the next few decades-is to

study cloud formation, dissipation and radiative properties (Asrar and Dokken 1993;

Wielicki et al. 1995).

Dozens of publications and the worldwide sUI·vey of 25 research centers by Browning

(1994) indicate that the scientific community views the inhomogeneous nature of clouds as

a very important, but poorly known factor in determining the radiative effects of clouds.

Hence, the main goal of this thesis is to improve understanding of the shortwave radiative

effects of cloud inhomogeneities and to develop new methods for including these effects in

the Interpretation of satellite data.

1.2 Radiative Effects of Cloud Inhomogeneities

Three-dimensional radiative transfer is such a complex process that present climate models

and satellite data interpretation methods cannot fully represent il. Instead, they use one

dimensional approximation which assumes that clouds appear in homogeneous, plane

parallel layers. However, there is no doubt that cloud inhomogeneities exisl. Everyday

experience and numerous measurements (Stephens and Platt 1987; Jonas 1990) show that

clouds are very inhomogeneous, both vertically and horizontally. Airplane measurements

by Korolev (1993) reveal large variations even within stratiform clouds. Numerous

studies, both theoretical and experimental, suggest that these inhomogeneities often have

significant radiative effects that demand consideration.

2
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Theoretical smdies

Dozens of simulation studies have shown that inhomogeneities can alter the way clouds

refleet solar radiation.4 Numerous experiments have also demonstrated that the plane

paraUe1, homogeneous representation of clouds leads to significant errors in bath climate

models (Welch and Wielicki 1984; Harshvardhan and Randal11985) and satellite retrievals

of cloud properties (Davies 1984; Coakley and Kobayashi 1989; Barker and Liu 1995).

Since most studies used highly idealized (for example cuboidal) inhomogeneous clouds,

the majority of results can only be used in a qualitative sense. Therefore, further studies,

based on more realistic cloud fields, are needed to deterrnine quantitatively the radiative

effect of cloud inhomogeneities.

Experimental evidence

Various measurements (Stuhlmann et al. 1985; Cahalan et al.l995) have established that

radiative transfer through large areas cannot be represented accurately if the scene is

assumed either to be completely covered by a homogeneous, plane-parallel cloud, or ta be

totaUy cloud free. These results imply that exact radiative transfer calculations require

knowledge of the frequency distribution of cloud thicknesses. Furtherrnore, sorne studies

point out that even this frequency distribution may not he sufficient, because the spatial

distribution of the various thicknesses is also important. For example, Davies (1978,1994)

and Hayasaka et al. (1995) have shawn that local fluxes of transmitted and reflected

radiation depend not only on local cloud properties, but also on interactions among

neighboring cloud elements.

It is mueh more diffieult to demonstrate that not only local, but also seene average radiative

properties are affeeted by interactions of nearby cloud elements. The main problern is ta

distinguish the effeets of cloud inhomogeneity from those of other poorly known properties

(for example, cloud dropsize distribution). Nevertheless, numerous studies have been able

to reveal behaviors in various measurements that were ineonsistent with the one

dimensional theory of homogeneous clouds. In his study of cloud albedos-the ratio of

refleeted flux ta incoming radiative energy-Davies (1978) points out that cloud

inhomogeneities ean explain the "albedo paradox," i.e., that cloud albed05 rarely exceed

4Table 2.1.1 displays a long. but far from complete liSl of rcfcrenccs.

3
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0.8, even though plane-parallel calculations based on cloud microphysical measurements

would often predict otherwise. Coakley and Davies (1986) have shown that at wavelengths

where clouds absorb significant amounts of solar radiation, broken cloud fields tend ta

reflect more radiation than overcast cloud fields. This finding contradicts the one

dimensional theory but is consistent with the properties of inhomogeneous clouds.

Recently, Loeb and Davies (1996a,b) found that cloud reflection depends on solar elevation

in a way that is inconsistent with plane-parallel theory. The differences were significant

even if aliliquid water clouds, including the most homogeneous stratiform clouds, were

averaged together. These results indicate that cloud inhomogeneities have significant

shortwave radiative effects. However, due ta various uncertainties (such as cloud dropsize

distribution), the magnitude of these effects could not yet be estimated accurately.

Even though radiative inhomogeneity effects are widely recognized ta be very significant,

the theory of how these effects work has not yet been fully examined. One of the main

goals of this thesis is to address sorne of the still unexplored problems. The first such

problem is that no precise definitions have existed for the solar radiative effects of cloud

inhomogeneities and thus there has been no way ta tell the degree ta which various

mechanisms are responsible for the overall effect of cloud inhomogeneities. In this study,

quantitative definitions for these effects are developed and organized into a comprehensive

classification scheme. This scheme is then used to examine the processes tltrough which

inhomogeneities affect cloud reflection. It is also used ta demonstrate that radiative

properties change significantly if the horizontal optical thickness variations which are

observed from satellites are attributed not ta variations in cloud density (as in previous

studies), but to variations in the geometrical cloud thickness (which is probably a more

realistic attribution for many Cumulus cloud fields). Finaily, the proposed approach is also

used ta investigate whether cloud inhomogeneities may he responsible for the fact that nadir

reflectance is larger for oblique than for overhead sun (Loeb and Davies 1996b), a

phenomenon that seems ta contradict the theory of radiative transfer in homogeneous

clouds.

4



• 1.3 MISR • A Future Satellite Instrument

In 1990, the President of the United States launched the initiative Mission to Planet Earth

(MTPE) with the goal of providing a scientific basis for understanding global change. The

purpose of MTPE is to collect ground- and space-based measurements of all components of

the climate system. The centerpiece of the mission is the Earth Observing System (EOS), a

series of polar-orbiter and 10w-i"c1ination satellites operated by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA). The EOS satellites are planned to take measurements

from 1998 to 2017. The measurements obtained by the EOS satellites will he processed

routinely at designated processing centers, and data from various stages of this processing

will he made available to the wider research community (Priee et al 1994). A more detailed

overview of the EOS project can be found in the EOS Reference Handbook (Asrar and

Dokken 1993).

Sorne of the instruments flown on EOS satellites will be improved versions of previous

instruments, while others will realize new concepts for the first time. One of the

instruments in the latter group will he the Multi-Angle lir..::ging SpectroRadiometer (MISR).

MISR is scheduled to he flown on the EOS-AM satellites, the fust of which is expected to

be launched in June 1998. The main parameters ofthis satellite are shown in Table 1.3.1.

TABLE 1.3.1. Main pararneters of the EOS-AM 1 satellite

Orbit
Inclination
Equator crossing time
Height
Orbit repeat cycle
Planned launch
Instruments on board

Descending polar orbit
98.2°
10:30 AM
705 km
16 days (233 orbit)
June 1998
ASTER,CERES,MISR,
MODIS, MOPITT

•

ASTER =
CERES =
MISR=
MODIS=
MOpm=

Advanced Spaeebome Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer
Clouds and Earth's Radiant Energy System
Multi-angle Irnaging SpectroRadiometer
Moderate-Resolution Irnaging Spectroradiometer
Measurements of Pollution in the Troposphere
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The main novelty of MISR is its multi-view capability. Most current geophysical

instruments view a particular scene from only one angle at a time.5 (A comprehensive list

of presently operating and planned geophysical satellite instruments can be found in

Gurney et al. (19~3).) Such instruments can only measure the amount of solar radiation

refJected in a single direction, toward the satellite. The radiation that is refJected in other

directions remains unknown. MISR, in contrast, will measure the radiation that is reflected

in nine separate directions. Thus, the properties of a scene can be inferred based on how

the scene looks not only from a single direction, but also from eight additional directions.

This is possible because the instrument consists of nine cameras, each tilted at a different

angle. Thus, when MISR approaches a particular scene, the most forward-tilted camera

first sees the area. Within the next few minutes, as MISR gradually passes over the scene,

the less forward-tilted and aft-tilted cameras also see the scene, each camera from a

different angle. This way the refJection from the scene can be measured from nine

directions during the seven minute interval of the satellite's passage. The main parameters

of the MISR instrument are shown in Table 1.3.2.

Since MISR is the first instrument of its kind, there are no well-developed and thoroughly

tested methods available to process its measurements. Thus the MISR science team, set up

by NASA to design algorithms for the routine processing of MISR data, has had to develop

various new concepts and approaches. Theoretical studies by members of the science team

demonstrate that MISR's multi-angle data will improve our ability to reoieve aerosol optical

properties (Wang and Gordon 1994), to correct surface refJectances for atmospheric effects

(Diner et al. 1994) and to detect thin Cirrus clouds (Di Girolamo and Davies 1994). Novel

algorithms are also being developed for cloud top height and wind field reoievals as weil as

for the determination ofvarious aerosol and surface properties (Diner et al. 1995a, 1995b,

1995c).

One of the most important purposes of MISR is to provide accurate albedo measurements.

When single-view instruments are used, the total refJection from a scene must he estimated

from the amount of radiation refJected in a single direction. Therefore, models are needed to

estimate the radiation that is refJected in all other directions. Such angular models have been

constructed both theoretically (based on various physical assumptions (Rossow 1989»,

and statistically (using the distribution of measurements taken at various view

5The French SPOT, the European ATSR-2 and the Japanese OPS instruments can provide stereoscopie data
as weil, and the recemly launched POLDER instrument can also provide sorne multi-angle measurements.
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• angles (Taylor and Stowe 1984)). However, Stuhlmann et al. (1985) and Loeb and Davies

(1996a) have demonstrated large differences between theoretically derived and statistically

constructed angular models. The errors of both approaches are due to variations in cloud

and surface orop<-nies that cannot be <ieduced from satellite data. Unfortunately,

assumptions based on an incorrect angular model can lead to large biases in the estimated

albedo values.

TABLE 1.3.2 Main pararneters of the MISR instrument

9 camera angles at the surface
spectral coverage

spatial coverage
retum time'

Spatial resolution"
cross-track sample spacing

cross-track IFOV

along-track sample spacing
along-track IFOV
total swath width measured by all cameras

Radiometric performance

signal to noise ratio
calibration accuracy

0°, ±26.10, ±45.6°, ±60.0°, ±70.50
10 nm wide bands at 443, 555, 670 and
865 nm
from 800South to 80° North
9 days at the equator
2 days near the poles

250m for nadir, 275 m for off-nadir
cameras
250m for nadir, 275 m for off-nadir
cameras
275m
214-707 m
360 km

linear encoding of 14 bits degraded to
square-root encoding of 12 bits
more than 300
3-6% absolute uncertainty
1-2% camera-by-camera, band-by-band
uncertainty

•

•

Time between consecutive measurements of the same area.
•• A 4x4 on-board averaging will be performed on the measurements of ail non-nadir

cameras for all but the red channel.

Since MISR will measure the solar reflection from not only one, but nine separate

directions, it is expected to provide much more accurate albedo estimates than single view

instruments. However, because the radiation reflected to directions other than the nine

measured ones will still remain unknown, angular models will still be needed for the

estimation of albedo values.
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The main source of uncertainties in angl:~~ models of cloud reflection-and thus in cloud

albedo estimates as well-is the effect of cloud inhomogeneities (e.g., Davies 1984;

Rossow 1989; Coakley and Kobayashi 1989; Loeb and Davies 1996a). One of the main

goals of this thesis is ta develop new methods of estimating the albedo of inhomogeneous

clouds during the routine processing of future MISR data.

1.4 Thesis outline

The overall goal of the work presented in this thesis is to improve knowledge about the

solar reflection of inhomogeneous clouds. In particular, the mechanisms of radiative

inhomogeneity effects are exarnined, and a new approach is developed to account for them

in the processing of future satelilte measurements. The outline of the thesis is as follows.

Chapter 2 describes the main taols used in the study to represent inhomogeneous clouds

and to calculate radiative transfer through the cloud fields. Chapter 3 contains theoretical

results about the shortwave radiative effects of cloud inhomogeneities. A comprehensive

classification scheme for these effects is developed and applied to examine various aspects

of cloud reflection. Chapter 4 describes a new algorithm that has been developed to infer

the albedo of inhomogeneous clouds from future satellite measurements. This albedo

retrieval method takes advantage of the unique multi-view capability of the planned MISR

instrument. Thus Chapters 3 and 4 complement each other: Chapter 3 deals with the theory

of how radiative inhomogeneity effects work, and Chapter 4 describes a way to measure

them more accurately. Finally, Chapter 5 contains sorne concluding remarks.
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Chapter 2

Modeling Tools

The main purpose of this chapter is to describe the modeling wols that are useù in t~e

present study. Section 2.1 describes how inhomogeneous cloud are represemed, and

section 2.2 presents the radiative transfer model that has been implemented for this study.

2.1 Representation of Inhomogeneous Cloud Structures

2.1.1 Overview of methods for defining cloud structures

Radiative inhcmogeneity studies can take one of three approaches to define inhomogeneous

cloud structures: 1) the use of simple cloud geometries, such as cubes; 2) retrieval of cloud

structure from various measurements; and 3) generation of stochastic fields using cloud

models.

Simple cloud geometries have been in widespread use ever since the first inhomogeneity

studies. Table 2.1.1 shows a list of various cloud structures studied. One of the reasons for

their popularity is that these structures are very suitable for studying the basic mechanisms

of radiative inhomogeneity effects. For example, the small number of geometrical

parameters involved and the researcher's full control over the cloud fielc' can help in

examining how various physical cloud propenies can affect radiative transfer (Davies 1978;

Barker 1994). The other reason for the popularity of simple geometrical structures is that

radiative transfer calculations involving them are relatively simple and therefore rapid. This

is especially important in the development of new two- or three-dimensional radiative

calculation methods (Davies 1978; Kobayashi 1991; Sânchez et al. 1992). Sorne simple

cloud geometries are used in the present study as weil. For example, regular arrays of

infinite slabs are considered in Chapter 3 in order to study sorne basic properties of

radiative inhomogeneity effects.
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• TABLE 2.1.1. Simple cloud structures in previous smdies

Cubes

Cloud bars

Turreted Clouds

Hexagonal cells

Cylinders

Spheres and hemispheres

Paraboloids

Waves

McKee and Cox (1974)~Davies (1976,
1978, 1984); Aida (1977); McKee and
Klehr (1978); Davis, Cox and McKee
(1979, 1983); Welch et al. (1980); Welch
and Zdunowski (1981); Davies et al.
(1984); Schmetz (1984); Welch and
Wielicki (1984); Coakley and Davies
(1986); Davis and Cox (1986); Kobayashi
(1988); Bréon, (1992); Barker (1992,
1994); Kobayashi (1993); Gierens (1993);
Li, Geldart and Chylek (1994a)

Harshvardhan and Thomas (1984); Smith
and Ehlert (1993); Hayasaka et al. (1995)

Davies (1976); Wendling (1977); McKee
and Klehr (1978); Kobayashi (1993);
Chylek and Dobbie (1995)

Jonas (1994)

Busygin et al (1973); Weich and
Zdunowski (1981); Welch and Wielicki
(1984); Kobayashi (1988); Alberta and
Cox (1990); Bréon (1992)

Busygin et al (1973); Welch and
Zdunowski (1981); Davies (1984); Welch
and Wielicki (1984); Kobayashi (1988)

Busygin et al (1973); Busygin et al (1977)

Gaussian wave: Kobayashi (1991)
Sinusoidal waves: Li, Geldart and Chylek
(1994b); Gabriel and Evans (1996)

•
Real clouds, however, display very complex structures that cannot be represented through

simple geometrical shapes. Therefore, the quantitative study of radiative inhomogeneity

effects requires the use of much more complex clouds structures, based on either

measurements or cloud models.
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• Cloud measurements could theoretically offer an ideal way to obtain realistic cloud

structures. Unfortunately, to date it has proved nearly impossible to obtain accurately the

full three-dimensional distribution of cloud properties, especially the volume extinction

coefficient (VEC).

The most reliable data have been obtained by in situ aireraft measurements. For example,

Barker (1992) used such data for radiative studies. Unfortunately, the use of in situ data is

severely Iimited by the fact that, since airplanes can give only one-dimensional transects

through cloud fields, the full three-dimensional distribution of cloud properties remains

unknown. The same problem arises if ground-based microwave radiometers are used for

optical depth retrieval (Cahalan and Snider 1989; Cahalan et al. 1994a). The effects of this

limitation have been studied by Barker (1996b) who found that the use of one-dimensional

transects (instead of three-dimensional structures) can lead ta large biases in the calculated

radiative properties.

Stackhouse and Stephens (1994) used cloud measurements taken by a Ka band radar. The

main limitation of such measurements is in transforming radar reflectances into shortwave

radiative properties (Atlas et al. 1995).1 If the uncertainties of this transformation could be

reduced significantly, radar measurements could prove very useful in future radiati'°e

studies.

The most commonly used data in shortwave radiative studies come from satellite

measurements. Usually, visible radiances measured by a satellite are used to infer the

horizontal distribution of cloud optical depth 't. Since 't-retrievals are not based on three

dimensional radiative transfer calculations, most studies use the Independent Pixel

Approximation (lPA) (Rossow et al. 1985; Coakley and Kobayashi 1989; Marshak et al.

1995a). This approximation assumes that the radiance measured at each pixel of a satellite

image depends only on the radiative properties within the pixel in question (i.e., il is

independent of the neighboring pixels). This assumption a1lows the use of one-dimensional

radiative transfer mode1s, and thus makes the satellite retrievals feasible. Unfortunate1y, the

neglect of imeractions among nearby pixels can lead to large biases (Barker and Liu 1995;

Hayasaka et al. 1995; Marshak et al. 1995b). Other uncertainties in cloud microphysics and

surface reflection properties can further increase the errors. Despite ail the uncertainties,

IThis problem did not arise for Haferman et al. (1994), who used 3-D radar measuremenlS ID study the
microwave radiative effcclS ofcloud inhomogeneitics.
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however, satellite retrievals can still give valuable information about cloud

inhomogeneities. They are therefore used in the present study as weil.

Cloud models are also often used in radiative studies. Since dynarnical-microphysical cloud

models require very lengthy ca1culations, only a few studies have used them (Barker

1994). For this reason, stochastic cloud models have gained widespread use in radiative

studies. Stochastic models are usually not based on strict physical principles; instead, they

try to produce cloud fields that resemble real ones. In order to find out how the generated

fields should look, many studies have examined the structure of various observed cloud

fields (for example, Lovejoy 1982; Cahalan and Snider 1989; Lovejoy and Mandelbrot

1985; Barker and Davies 1992b; Lovejoy et al. 1993; Pflug et al. 1993; Tessier et al.

1993).

A large group of stochastic models aims to reproduce the scaling observed in real cloud

fields. The feature of scaling (Lovejoy and Mandelbrot 1985) means that, due to the flow

of turbulent energy from larger to smaller scales, large-scale variations in cloud properties

have large amplitudes, while small-scale variations tend to have smaller amplitudes. In

other words, the variations in the 't optical thickness show scaling behavior if, for any A. >

oratio,

In this equation, r is the position vector and s is the scaling parameter. In terms of the

Fourier spectrum of statistically isotropic cloud fields, this implies that the power P at any

wavenumber k is inversely related to k through the scaling parameter s:

The value of s has been determin~d for various cloud fields by, for example, Cahalan and

Snider (1989), Barker and Davies (1992b), and Tessier et al. (1993).

One group of scaling models is the discrete cascade models, e.g., the ~ and a models or

the "bounded cascade model" (Frisch et al. 1978; Schertzer and Lovejoy 1987; Cahalan

1989; Barker 1992; Tessier et al. 1993; Gupta and Waymire 1993; Marshak et al. 1995b).

As Schertzer and Lovejoy (1987) noted, these models lead to artificial-looking straight
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structures in the generated cloud fields. To avoid this prob1em, they proposed the use of

continuous cascade models.2 Barker and Davies (1992a) and Padro-Iguzquiza and Chica

Olmo (1994) developed models that are similar to the continuous cascade mode1s in that

they also avoid the problem of artificially straight lines. An interesting model that simulates

even the tirne-evo1ution of the generated cloud field is described in Lovejoy and Mandelbrot

(1985). A list of sorne other stochastic cloud models can be found in Tessier et al. (1993).

Another group of stochastic cloud models aims at generating realistic cloud size and cloud

spacing distributions directly, without using scaling laws (Titov 1990; Su and Pornraning

1994; Zuev and Titov 1995).

Unfortunately it is very difficult to evaluate how realistic the cloud fields produced by each

model are, and hence it cannot yet be establishen which models are most appropriate for

simulating various cloud types. A common limitation of all models is that although they can

generate apparently realistic horizontal 't-distributions, the full three-dimensional

distribution of the VEC can be obtained only by using sorne often unrealistic assumptions,

such as homogeneous and isotropie turbulence. Sorne efforts, such as the deve10pment of

the Generalized Scale Invariance (Lovejoy and Schertzer 1985; Pflug et al. 1993) have been

made to overcome this problem, but no working mode! has resulted from these effons yet.

Despite these problems, stochastic cloud models offer good possibilities for studying the

radiative properties of a large variety of cloud fields. One reason for this is that using

stochastic models makes it very easy to generate a large variety of inhomogeneous clouds.

Numerous studies assert that the structures they generated using stochastic models

reproduce the most critical features of cloud inhomogeneities (Cahalan 1989; Barker and

Davies 1992a, b; Marshak et al. 1995a; Zuev and Titov 1995). A1so, by changing the

cloud fields' statistical parameters, one can easily study how various cloud properties affect

solar radiation.3 Final1y, stochastic models are not affected by sorne of the errors that may

arise for other ways of representing clouds, such as introducing an unreal anisotropy if the

cloud field is retrieved from visible satellite images measured at oblique sun. (In this case

the sunlit side of clouds appear brighter than the shadowy side; hence, the retrieva1s would

2The wnns "discrete" and "continuous" refer to whemer me energy ata given wavenumbcr k can flow only
to wavenumber k •=2 k. or te any k' greater man k. respectively.
3Anomer potential advantage of sorne stochastic models is mat mey can produce periodic cloud fields mat
do not have abrupt changes at meir edges. This is especially important if radiative properties are to bc
calculated at high spatial resolution, since computationallimitations often allow such calcuiations for such
small scenes mat me resulls for me entire scene may bc altered erroneously by abrupt changes at me edge.
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result in clouds that would systematically get thinner on the sides away from the sun.) As a

resuIt of these advantages, radiative studies often use, and will probably continue using

stochastic models until new, more accurate measurements become available. The present

study also relies on these models to a large extent. The specific methods used to generate

cloud field structures are described in the next section.

2.1.2 Cloud structure genera tion

The present study uses three basic approaches-simple geometric shapes, stochastic cloud

models and satelIite measurements-to represent inhomogeneous cloud structures. The

main purpose of this section is to describe in detail the various methods used for each of the

three approaches.

Simple geometrical structures are used in Chapter 3 to study sorne basic propenies of

radiative inhomogeneity effects. Since il is fairly straight-forward to generate these

structures, the exact geometries and arrangeme!"!ts are described in detail only in

discussions of particular experiments which use them.

Stochastic cloud models are used for many of the experimems presented in Chapters 3 and

4. Two-dimensional fields of horizontal cloud optical thickness variations were generated

us1.ng a model based on Barker and Davies (1992a). The main steps of the cloud generation

process are as follows:

1. Generate random Fourier coefficients for the 2-D scene as a Gaussian white noise with

zero mean and unit variance. Then muItiply each coefficient C(k) by Ikl-s tJ obtain the

desired scaling (k is the 2-D wavenumber vector).

2. Perform an inverse Fourier transform that yields a 2-D field of scaling random

variations.

3. Obtain the desired cloud fraction CF by adding a constant to each pixel's value so that a

(I - CF) fraction of pixels has negative values, and then setting ail negative values to

zero.

4. Multiply each pixel's value by a constant which produces a field with the desired scene

average optical thickness.
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Sorne additional features were added to Barker and Davies's model:

• An optional break was included in the cloud field scaling, i.e., the scaling parameter

s(k) has different values depending on whether k is less than or greater than an

adjustable critical value. The existence of such a break in real clouds is currently a topic

of scientific debate, since it was observed in sorne studies (Cahalan and Snider 1989;

Barker and Davies 1992b) but not in others (Lovejoy et al. 1993; Tessier et al. 1993).

• The algorithm was extended to three dimensions to produce VEC distributions that

simulate homogeneous and isotropic turbulence.

The option of exponentiating the field or raising it to a specific power was included

between Steps 2 and 3 to produce multifractal cloud fields.

An example of the generated cloud fields used in this study is shown in Figure 2.1.1.

One limitation of the generated scenes is that, since they represent (35.2 km)2 areas at 68 m

resolution, they include variations only at scales between 68 m and 35.2 km. To estimate

the importance of this limitation, a few scenes were generated at high (10 m) resolution,

and then it was calculated how their radiative properties changed if the resolution was

degraded to 80 m by a simple averaging over 8 x 8 pixel areas. It was found that variations

at scales smaller than 80 m did not have significant radiative effects. However, there is no

theoretical upper limit to the radiative effect of small-scale variations; in theory, they could

have very large effects in extremely inhomogeneous clouds. Unfortunately, the degree to

which real small-scale variations influer.œ solar radiation can only be determined ba.sed on

accurate high-resolution measurements of the three-dimensional cloud structure. Such

measurements can be expected from future improvements in radar-based retrieval

techniques, for example.

At the other end of the range ofrepresented scales, the results of Davies (1994) suggest that

cloud inhomogeneities at scales larger than 35.2 km can have significant radiative effects.

(In particular, he showed that the principle of reciprocity is not fulfilled at the resolution of

the ERBE instruments, which is somewhat lower than 35.2 km.) Until the importance of

such large-scale variations is established, the results presented in this thesis should be

considered most appropriate if such variations are not present. This can be the case, for
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example, in the middle of cloud fields, whose nearby (35 km)2 regions ail have similar

statistical properties.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, presently there is no way ta evaluate how representative the

generated fields are of real clouds. While the generated fields are not expected ta accurately

reprl<sent ail atmospheric cloud types (for example, no multi-Iayer cloud situations are

considered), it is believed that in producing irregular scaling fields, the model captures the

most critical features of cloud variability. This is supported by the fact that the ob:ained

results are qualitatively consistent with results of other studies (based on either

measurements or various cloud models). In addition, ta ensure that this study's results are

not specifie ta the used cloud model, a few Landsat images were also used ta define

inhomogeneous cloud fields (described in detail below). The fact that the results obtained

for the artificial scenes are consistent with those obtained for the Landsat scenes further

suggests that the model captures the most critical features of cloud inhomogeneities.

The main implication of using artificial scenes is that, while quantitative results could be

obtained for the generated cloud fields, only future studies (based on more representative

cloud structures) can determine the exact magnitude of the described effects in the real

atmosphere.

Satellite retrlevals were also used ta generate cloud structures in Chapters 3 and 4. Bruce

Wielicki (of NASA Langley Research Center) courteously made six Landsat-TM images

available for this study. Figure 2.1.2 shows the images containing cumulus and

stratocumulus clouds over ocean. For computational reasons, each scene was divided into

four rectangular segments, leading ta 24 small scenes. These small scenes are especially

important in ensuring that the conclusions obtained in the study are not specifie to the

stochastic cloud model described above.
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a

Figure 2.1.1. A cloud field generated using the stochastic cloud mode!. The cloud field,

covering an area of 35.2 x 35.2 km at a resolution of 68 m, was generated using the input

parameters CF =0.75, <'t> =15, S(k) = 1 if k:;; 10, and S(k) =3.6 if k > 10. For 0° and 60°

solar zenith angles, the average scene albedos are 0.35 and 0.51, respectively. (The

albedos of a homogeneous cloud with <'t> =15 would be 0.50 and 0.66 for the two solar

zenith angles.) (a) Top view. The brightness of each pixel is proportional ta its albedo,

calculated for overhead sun using the Independent Pixel Approximation. (b) Vertical cross

section of a cloud in the field, assuming VEC =30 km" t.
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Figure 2.1.2. Landsat images used in the slUdy. The scenes cover 57.3 x 57.3 km areas at

28 m resolution. The average cloud optical thickness varies between 2.8 and 18; the cloud

fraction, between 0.13 and 1.
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2.2 Radiative Transfer Modeling

2.2.1. Overview of methods for calculating radiative transfer

Since it is difficult 10 construct realistic physical cloud models and to measure their radiative

properties, almost ail studies have used mathematical models for radiative transfer

calculations.4 Mathematical radiative transfer models either use Monte Carlo simulations of

photon transport, or apply various techniques to solve the equation of radiative transfer.

Monte Carlo simulations

The basic idea of the Monte Carlo radiative transfer method is to use a computer's random

number generator to simulate the path of individual photons through a cloud field. If a large

enough number of photons is simulated, their fate can be used to infer the radiative

properties of the cloud field. For exarnple, if 43% of the one million simulated photons are

reflected in a simulation, the albedo of the particular cloud field can be assumed to be very

close 10 0.43. Since the method is based on a random simulation of individual photons, the

randomness may result in sl1ght errors. Fortunately, this statistical uncertainty is inversely

proportional to the square root of the number of simulated photons; thus, it can be

decreased beyond any limit by simply simulating a high enough number of photons.

A general description of the Monte Carlo approach for radiative transfer calculations can be

found in Carter and Cashwell (1975) and in Marchuk et al. (1980). Detailed descriptions of

Monte Carlo models built specifically to simulate shortwave radiative transfer in

inhomogeneous clouds can be found in Busygin et al. (1973), Davies (1976), Wendling

(1977), Bréon (1992), and Cabalan et al. (1994b).

The main advantages of the Monte Carlo method are that

• any level of accuracy can be attained,

• the method is very flexible, i.e., any cloud structure and scattering phase function can

be handled easily,

it is based on simple them'y,

4As an exception. sorne sludies used cloud rnodels built of slyrofoam (Davis et al. 1983; Davis and Cox
1986: Alberta and Cox 1990).
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• • the simulations reproduce the real flow of radiation through the cloud field, so radiative

processes can be followed closely in a simple way.

As a result of these advantages, the Monte Carlo method is used widely not only to study

the radiative properties of inhomogeneous clouds, but also to evaluate the accuracy of omer

radiative transfer calculation methods.

The main limitation of the Monte Carlo approach is that very large numbers of photons

(typically in the order of hundreds of thousand or millions) must be simulated to obtain

accurate results, and this requires extremely lengthy calculations. In other words, the

Monte Carlo method is accurate and flexible, but very slow.5

Solvin~ the eQuation of radiative transfer

A review of various methods to solve the equation of radiative transfer (Chandrasekhar

1960; Liou 1992) for inhomogeneous situations can be found in Gabriel et al. (1993). An

updated list of such methods is presented in Table 2.2.1.

TABLE 2.2.1. Various methods to solve the equation ofradiative transfer for
inhomogeneous clouds

Perturbation method
Modified Delta-Eddington method
6-S tream method
Discrete angle radiative transfer

Spherical Harmonies Spatial Grid Method
Spectral models
Discrete ordinates method

Methods based on modifying the source
term in the eguation

Romanova (1975); Li et al. (1994b)
Davies (1978)
Gierens (1993)
Davis et al. (1990); Gabriel et al. (1990);
Lovejoy et al. (1990); Davis (1992);
Barker and Davies (1992b); Lovejoy et al.
(1995)
Evans (1993b)
Stephens (1988); Gabriel et al. (1993)
Kobayashi (1991); Smith and Ehlert
(1993)
Barker (1992); Gabriel and Evans (1996)

• 5Some methods ta accelerate Monte Carlo simulations are discusscd in Paltridge and Plau (1976), O'Brien
(1992), Barker (1992), Evans (1993a), Cahalan et al. (1994b), and Marshak ct al. (1995a).
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Unforrunately, the computational requirements of these methods increase rapidly with the

complexity of the cloud field. That is why most studies have presented results for

somewhat simplistic cloud structures, e.g., either simple geometric clouds or irregular, but

only two-dimensional variations. Barker (l996b) examined the question of how

representative two-dimensional results are of 3-D clouds.

The solution of the three-dimensional radiative transfer equation presently poses great

difficulties, but efficient methods to solve the equation wouId prove very useful in the

future. One potential advantage over the Monte Carlo approach would he that the equation

inherently describes the spatial distribution of the reflected radiation-a task that requires

extensive calculations using the Monte Carlo technique. The obtained spatial distributions

could then be used, for example, ta develop new texture-based methods for the

interpretation of satellite images.

Sorne studies (Stephens et al. 1991; Barker 1992; Evans 1993a; Malvagi et al. 1993) have

taken an interesting approach to obtaining quick solutions of the radiative lransfer equation.

Instead of calculating the radiative properties of specifie cloud fields, they have calculated

the radiative transfer through fields defined only by their statistical properties. While this

stochastic radiative transfer approach can be used fairly weil for homogeneous and

isotropie turbulence, its suitability for handling usual cloud situations such as cumulus

convection is uncertain at this time.

Presently, the most accurate and versatile technique for radiative lransfer calculations is the

Monte Carlo method. The Monte Carlo model developed for this study is described in the

following section.
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2.2.2. Monte Carlo radiative transfer model

2.2.2.1 Physics of the model

This study uses a Monte Carlo model developed to calculate monochromatic and narrow

band radiative transfer through the atmosphere.6 The model is based on well-known

principles and equations, described in detail in the references mentioned in Section 2.2.1.

Besides widespread techniques, such as the use of periodic boundary conditions,7 th~

following nonstandard features have also been included into the model:

The model can handle radiative transfer through cloud fields with irregular variations in

both the cloud top height and the three-dimensional distribution of the volume

extinction coefficient. Previous models either used volume extinction coefficient (VEC)

variations only (and kept the geometrical thickness constant) or assumed simple

geometrical cloud shapes (and kept the VEC constant).

The clouds can be embedded into a multilayer, spherical shell atmosphere. Simulations

can include the atmospheric effects of Rayleigh scattering, gaseous absorption, and

aerosol scattering and absorption. The model atmosphere consists of homogeneous

atmospheric layers, in which there is one layer below the clouds, one layer containing

the clouds, and an arbitrary number of layers abave the clouds. The layers above the

clouds are assumed to be spherical shells, while the two lowest layers (below and

around the clouds) are plane-parallel. Since these two layers are fairly thin in most

cases, neglecting the curvature of the Earth for them does not lead 10 significant errors.

The experiments presented in this study use a 7-layer model of atmospheric conditions

over oceans at 0.443 and 0.865 ~m wavelengths. The model atmosphere is based on

LOWTRAN Ts OCEAN RH70, TROPO RHOO and STRT H2S04 aerosol models

(Kneizys et al. 1980) and on the empirical formula of Iqbal (1983) for the vertical

distribution of the Rayleigh volume extinction coefficient.

It can use an algorithm similar to the adding-doubling method (Liou 1992) to obtain

results for any underlying surface with arbitrary reflection properties. The main

advantage of the algorithm is that surface propenies can be modified arbitrarily without

6The tenu "narrow-band" refers to situations where aunospherie absorption varies with wavclength. whercas
seallcring properties are constant throughout the spectral intcrval considered.
7The lcnu "periodic boundary conditions" mcans thal the cloud field is assumed 10 he repeated infinitely in
all directions. In the model this is realized by prescribing that if a photon lcaves the cloud field al one side.
it rcappears instanùy al the opposile side.
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requiring a new Monte Carlo simulation. However, since this thesis presents results

only for black, non-reflecting surfaces (which might be regarded as a first-order

approximation for oceans), the details of the algorithm are not discussed here.

Although virtually any physical process could eventually he included into the model, sorne

less important effects are neglected in the present model to increase simulation speed. Thus,

the main limitations of the present radiative transfer model are that

• light polarization is neglected,

• atmospheric refraction is neglected,

• ice crystals in clouds must he randomly oriented.

Sorne sensitivity slUdies have been carried out to evaluate the effects of these limitations. In

typicni cases, the flfSt two effects were found to cause errors of less than a few percent.

However, il was found that a systematic orientatiop. of ice crystals could possibly alter the

results significantly. This problem, though, falls outside the scope of this particular study.

Briefly described, the model handles the processes of scattering and absorption as follows.

Scattering

The model uses pre-calculated look-up tables for the quick generation ofrandom scattering

angles. These lcok-up tahles can be created for any particle distribution as long as the

particles do not have any prefe;red orientation. At the moment, look-up tables are available

for the following cases:

• Rayleighscattering.

• Cloud-free atmospheric layers based on model atmospheres (see above).

• Double Henyey-Greenstein phase function with parameters gl =0.89, g2=-0.66,

b=0.98 (Davies 1978).

• Mie scattering at 443 and 865 nm wavelengths for the following modified gamma

dropsize distributions from Welch et al. (1980): Stbase, Sttop, SCbase, SCtop, C.6

(precipitating convective cloud). The calculations were carried out using the Mie code

of Bohren and Hufmann (1983).

• Randomly oriented hexagonal ice crystals from Takano and Liou (1989).

• Randomly oriented ice crystals measured by Sassen and Liou (1979).
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• AbsoqJtion

In order to save sorne computational time, the code does not lose any photons by

absorption. Instead, it decreases the energy, or "weight," of each photon by the probability

of il being absorbed (Paltridge and Platt 1976). The initial weight of each photon is

decreased upon leaving the atmosphere by taking into account the number of scatterings it

went through and the total pathlength it traveled within each atmospheric layer.

2.2.2.2 Realization of the radiative transfer model

The model was realized in the form of a FORTRAN77 code consisting of approximately

2000 lines. The computational time required for each simulation depends strongly on cloud

structure and solar elevation. Using an SGI Indigo 2 computer, most experiments

presented in this study took from 10 minutes to 5 hours per million simulated photons.

The model uses an equidistant rectangular grid to record the angular distribution of reflected

and transmitted radiation. The coordinates of this grid are the relative azimuth (q> ) and the

cosine of the viewing zenith angle (jl). Most experiments used a 10° x 0.04 resolution.

For greater flexibility, the Monte Carlo code itself does not provide results in radiation

units; its only output is how many photons go into each angular bin. Then a separate

program "calibrares" the results, i.e., trnnsforms the photon numbers into radiance (l),

reflectance (also called Bidirectional Reflectance Factor or BRF), or Bidirectional

Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) values, using the foltowing equations:

(2.2.1)

•

where N(",.) is the number of photons going to the bin at (jl,q», N ..",1 is the total number of

simulated photons and OObi. is the solid angle covered by each bin, equal to ~1C (Nbi",
bifl$

being the total number of angular bins);
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(2.2.2)

(2.2.3)

where A is the scene albedo. A BRF"".•) value indicates what the albedo would be if the

scene were a Lambertian reflector with 1 = 1"".•) for all directions. BRDF"",.) describes the

factor by which the real albedo of the scene would change if il reflected 1 =1"".•) in ail

directions. (The albedo would not change if BRDF"".•) = 1, but il would double if

BRDF"",.) = 2, etc.) The main advantage of using the BRF is that ils values are normalized

to the intensity of the solar illumination, while the BRDF is useful in describing the

direction to which the reflected radiation goes.

As mentioned in section 2.2.1, the Monte Carlo method does not give exact numbers, only

a statistical approximation of the correct result The standard deviation of the albedo values

obtained by subsequent Monte Carlo simulations for the same scene (hereafter referred to

as statistical uncenainty or cr) can be calculated using the formula (Davies 1978)

(2.2.4)

•

The uncenainty of radiance, BRF and BRDF values can be estimated using the following

three-step procedure:

1. The uncenainty is estimated using the equation of binomial distribution:

where p"".•) is the probability that a simulated photon wouId end up in the angular bin

(1J.,<p). Using 36 x 50 angular bins (which give a 10° x 0.04 resolution) and simulating

4 million photons, this uncenainty for a bin at Il =0.5 wilh BRF"".•) =0.5 equals

1.178*10-5.
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• 2. The uncertainty in terms of photon numbers is calculated by multiplying the result of

Step 1 by the total number of simulated photons. In the given case, this means that

instead of the correct number of 2222 photons, about 47 photons more (or less) could

go to the angular bin in question.

3. The uncertainty is "calibrated," i.e., transformed from photon numbers to radiation

units, by using equations (2.2.1) - (2.2.3). In the mentioned case the uncertainty in

BRF units is about 0.0106.

A few experiments were carried out in order to test whether or not the procedure described

above gives correct estimates of the statistical uncertainty. In each experiment, 100 Monte

Carlo simulations (each using a different random number seed value) were carried out for a

homogeneous and an inhomogeneous cL:md field. Then the standard deviation of the 100

nadir reflectance values was compared with the theoretically expected uncertainties. From

the results shown in Table 2.2.2, one can conclude that the theoretical formulas work weil

for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous cloud fields.

TABLE 2.2.2. Monte Carlo uncertainties for 100 homogeneous plane-parallel and
inhomogeneous cloud fields

Experiment

POp cloud, 1: =10, Nphot =105

pop cloud, 1: =10, Nphot =106

pop cloud, 1: =6, Nphot =105
3-D cloud, Nphot = 105

Theoretical uncertainty

0.0276
0.0087

0.0217

0.0210

Experimental result

0.0267
0.0082

0.0221

0.0193

•

In most experiments of the present study, the statistical uncertainties were decreased by a

factor of 2112 by a simple symmetric averaging of the obtained photon numbers over the

solar plane.
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An important part of the model development was to ensure that the code is free of any

hidden errors. Hence, the model was verified using the folIowing tests:

• Plane-parallel albedos were tested against results obtained using the Discrete Ordinates

Method. Sorne comparison results are shown in Table 2.2.3.

Results for simple cloud geometries (cubes, etc.) were compared to results reported in

the literature. Examples for these comparisons are shown in Table 2.2.4.

The azimuthal symmetry of results was tested for appropriate cloud geometries.

• Updated versions of the code were tested thoroughly to give the same results as the

preceding versions.

AlI results were checked for qualitative consistency with previous results.

TABLE 2.2.3. Comparison of plane-parallel albedos obtained using Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations and the discrete ordinates method (DOM). The Monte Carlo experiments
simulated 1,000,000 photons, hence the statistical uncertainty of results is 0.0004 
0.0005.

't DOM MC

SZA=O°
5 0.2294 0.2290
10 0.4047 0.4047
30 0.6997 0.6995

SZA = flJo
5 0.4460 0.4455
10 0.5916 0.5914
30 0.7956 0.7958
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• TABLE 2.2.4. Comparison of fluxes obtained for cuboidal and cylindrical clouds
with values reponed in previous studies

Case
Result in Present MC
literature study uncenainty

Cuboidal cloud, T = 50'

SZA=O°
Albedo 0.6341 0.6312 0.0031
Flux through cloud top 0.4088 0.4041 0.0031
Flux through cloud base 0.0208 0.0209 0.0009

SZA=60°
Albedo 0.5257 0.5243 0.0032
Flux through cloud top 0.2450 0.2471 0.0027
Flux through cloud base 0.1266 0.1268 0.0021

Cylindrical cloud, t = 49"

SZA=oo
Flux through cloud top 0.391 0.3897 0.0015
Upward flux through side 0.233 0.2360 0.0013
Downward flux through side 0.361 0.3592 0.0015
Flux through cloud base 0.015 0.0150 0.0004

SZA= solar zenith angle
MC= Monte Carlo, Davies (1976)
" Bréon (1992)

•
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Chapter 3

Shortwave Radiative Transfer in Inhomogeneous
Cloud Fields

One of the main goals of this thesis is to study the processes through which cloud

inhomogeneities affect solar radiation. In previous studies, radiative effects of cloud

inhomogeneities have been described with numerous terms and expressions, such as

"channeling," "plane-parallel albedo bias," "side illumination," "increased backscatter

from illuminated cloud sides," "cloud-cloud interactions," "mutual shadowing," "side

leakage," etc. However, these terms do not give full descriptions of the mechanisms

through which inhomogeneiti::s int1uence cloud radiative properties. As a result, there has

been no way to tell the degree to which various mechanisms are responsible for the overall

inhomogeneity effect. Specifically, the main problems are that

• Most terms have been used only in a qualitative sense, without exact definitions. Thus

the magnitudes of various effects could not be quantified.

• Many definitions are appropriate only for special cloud geometrles. For example, the

term "side illumination" could be interpreted easily for cuboidal or cylindrical clouds,

but it is net so obvious exactly where the sides of a cumulus cloud end and the top

begins.

• The various terms describe only sorne individual aspects of radiative transfer in

inhomogeneous clouds, but they do not form coherent systems that would explain the

overall effects of cloud inhomogeneities. For example, the plane-parallel albedo bias

(Cahalan et al. 1994b, 1995; Barker 1996a; Oreopoulos 1996) addresses the fact that

the cloud layer which solar radiation reaches has areas where clouds are thicker and

thinner than average. However, there are no corresponding definitions for the effects

that complement this bias by it;lJuencing radiation once it is within the cloud layer.
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Thus, the fJrst problem addressed in this chapter is how inhomogeneity effects can be

defJned in an exact and coherent way. Section 3.1 describes a set of defmitions developed

for this purpose. The main advantages of the proposed system are that

It reflects the physical processes through which cloud inhomogeneities influence

shortwave radiation.

It is based on unambiguous, quantitative defJnitions that are easy to calculate.

• Its individual inhomogeneity effects complement each other without overlap, Le., they

can simply be udded up to obtain the overaii inhomogeneity effect.

• It can be used for any irregular cloud fJelds. Any inhomogeneities-for example,

internai volume extinction coeffIcient variations and the effects of cloud brokenness

can be handled within a unifJed framework.

The new scheme is then used to explore the processes through which cloud

inhomogeneities affect solar radiation. In particular, it examines how irregular cloud top

height variations influence solar radiation, and how their influence compares to the effects

of volume extinction coeffIcient variations. This important question has not yet been

addressed, since earlier studies either used simple cloud geometries (such as cubes), or

attributed ail ~-variations to changes in the volume extinction coeffIcient, and kept the

geometrical cloud thickness constant (Davis et al. 1990; Gabriel et al. 1990; Barker and

Davies 1992a; Davis 1992; Cahalan et al. 1994b; Barker and Liu 1995; Marshak et al.

1995a, 1995b; Gabriel and Evans 1996). While the assumption of a constant cloud top

height may be appropriate for sttatocumulus clouds, it certainly is not for many cumulus

cloud fields. The proposed scheme is also used to investigate whether cloud

inhomogeneities may be responsible for the unexpected fact that observed nadir

reflectance is largerfor oblique than for overhead sun (Loeb and Davies 1996b).

3.1 Definitions of Shortwave Radiative Inhomogeneity Effects

Numerous studies have shown that the shortwave radiative properties of inhomogeneous

cloud fJelds can be very different from those of homogeneous, plane-paraliel layers

(Section 1.2). Here it is proposed that the differences (i.e., the radiative effects of cloud

inhomogeneities) should be separated into [WO main components.

The first component is that solar beams (photons) entering inhomogeneous fJelds

encounter clouds of various thicknesses; sorne beams may pass through the cloud layer
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without hitting a single droplet, while other beams may have to "fight" their way through

thick clouds. Due to the nonlinear nature of radiative transfer, this variation in encountered

cloud thickness influences not only local, but also scene-average radiative properties. For

example, it is well-known that (in the absence of absorption) the average of a thin and a

thick cloud's albedo is lower than the albedo of a cloud with their average optical

thickness (Figure 3.1.1). The first component (that photons enter clouds of various

thicknesses) then modifies the overall radiative properties of a cloud layer even if these

photons do not experience inhomogeneity effects once they enter the clouds. Since this

effect can be described using one-dimensional radiative transfer theory, it can be called the

l-D inhomogeneity effect (1-D œ effect).
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Figure 3.1.1. 1-D inhomogeneity effect. The solid line indicates the albedo of a plane

parallel cloud for 60° solar zenith angle. The dashed tine connects the albedos of a thin and

a thick cloud.
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The second component of the overall inhomogeneity effect is the way photons are affected

by inhomogeneities they may encounter once they enter the cloud field. Since this effect

can be described only within a three-dimcnsional framework, this second component can

be referred to as the 3-D inhomogeneity effect (3-D IH effect).

Thus the I-D effect addresses the fact that photons reach the cloud at locations of vatious

optical thicknesses, whereas the 3-D effect, that these photons may actually encounter

more or fewer droplets than their point of entry would suggest, because multiple

scattering changes their course. In this section, the separation of the overall influence of

cloud inhomogeneities into I-D and 3-D components is used to develop a system of

quantitative definitions forvatious inhomogeneity effects. Section 3.1.1 describes the I-D

effect in demil, and Section 3.1.2 deals with the 3-D effects.

3.1.1 One-dimensional inhomogeneity effect

For overhead sun, one can calculate how the I-D IH effect influences cloud albedo by

using the Independent Pixel Approximation (IPA) (Cahalan et al. 1994).1 The main

assumption of the IPA is that neighboring cloud pixels have no radiative interactions, and

thus can be treated individually. Renee the main advantage of this widely used

approximation is to allow fast I-D radiative calculations for any inhomogeneous cloud

fields.

For oblique sun, however, the IPA cannot describe the I-D 1H effect accurately, because

it assumes that each solar beam (or photon) remains within the pixel at which it reached

the cloud layer. While this assumption is appropriate for overhead sun, it can lead to large

biases as soon as the sun moves away from zenith. For example, the IPA would estimate

a strong l-D IH effect for the case shown on Figure 3.1.2a, since it assumes that half of

the solar beams pass through the cloud layer without hitting a single droplet, and the other

half encounter fairly thick clouds. In reality, however, none of the photons can pass

through the layer without entering a cloud. Therefore, the IPA overestimates the influence

that the photons' initial position has on whether they get reflected or transmitted, and thus

overestimates the l-D 1H effect (Figure 3.l.2/b).

IThe same approximaùon has been used under various names by Schmetz (1984) and Kobayashi (1991).
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Figure 3.1.2. Influence of cloud variability on the I-D IR effect: (a) The IPA

overestimates the I-D IR effect for oblique sun over an area of cuboidal douds; (b) The I

D rn effect is strong if the photons' initial position has a large influence on their chance of

being reflected (for ex., 0% or 84% along the dashed line), whereas it is weaker if the

initial position has a smaller influence (for ex., 61% or 80% along the dotted line).
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• Although Barker (1992) and Gabriel and Evans (1996) constructed various methods to

correct the IPA's biases for oblique sun, they focused on obtaining aceurate numerical

results for the overall cloud reflecùon rather than calculaùng any l-D IR effects. In this

section, a simple method is proposed for the calculation of the l-D IR effect, and then this

method is compared to various approximations used in previous smdies.

Calculating the l-D rn effect

As defined above, the l-D IR effect describes how radiative transfe..:;s affected by the fact

that various solar beams reach the cloud layer at locations of different thicknesses. It is not

difficult to calculate this effect in the middle of large hcmogeneous areas. For example, it

is easy to see that beam C on Figure 3.1.3 encounters a cloud with 't = 50, while beam A

goes through an area with 't = O. However, the problem is not so straightforward for

beams that reach the cloud layer near inhomogeneities. The IPA assumes that beams A, E

and F encounter no clouds at all, while beams B, C and D go through very thick clouds.

Consequently, the approximation introduces dramatic differences between beams A and

B, and between D and E, even though in reality photons in the same beam pair experience

the cloud layer very similarly.2 The initial locations of beams A a!1d B, and beams D and

E cause both members within each beam pair to behave fairly similarly to one another.

These similarities should be reflected in calculating the I-D IR effect, and they can be if

the initial position of each beam is considered to predetermine that it will encounter a cloud

of optical thickness 't*, defined as

Q= A, B, C,D, E,F

where Ln is the geometricallength of each beam's interception with the cloud and ~ is the

VEC. This equation c~n be generalized 10 any irregular cloud:

(3.1.1)

•
where Zbottom and Ztop are the altitudes at the botlom and top of the cloud layer,

x;,) =xo- (z - z"p) tan80 , and (xo,yo) indicates the point where a beam il enters the cloud

2The lPA also assumes that the cloud layer affects the photons in beams E and F the same way, whereas
in reality, it is more likely to reflect photons in beam E. (The situation is similar for beams Band C.)
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Figure 3.1.3. Solar beams passing through an inhomogeneous cloud layer which lies

between altitudes ZlOp and ZbotlOm. L is the geometricallength of each beam's interception

with the cloud. The 'C optical thickness of the cuboidal cloud is 50.

layer in a direction perpendicular to the y-axis. Then the totall-D rn effect for an entire

scene can be calculated from the equation

(3.1.2)

•

where A(r) is the albedo of a plane-parallel cloud with 'C optical thickness, and < >
indicates averaging over an entire scene. The first term in the right hand side of this

equation can be calculated in two steps. First, the spatial distrib\l!ion of 'Co values should

be calculated, and then the appropriate albedos can be obtained much as in the IFA, with

'Co substituted for 'C. Since the 'Co values are optical thicknesses of thin columns tilted

toward the sun, and since the interactions of the tilted columns are not considered in the I

D rn effect, the calculation of the flfst term on the right side of equation (3.1.2) can be

called Tilted Independent Pixel Approximation (TIFA). Various algorithrns developed for
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• calculations based on the TIPA are presented in Appendix A. Although not specified in

equations (3.1.1) and (3.1.2), the effects of variations in microphysical cloud properties

(Le., phase function, single scanering albedCl and gaseous volume absorption coefficient)

can also be included into the calculations by replacing A(,.) (the albedo of a single

homogeneous cloud layer) by A* (the a!bedo of a plane-parallel cloud with vertical

inhomogeneities) (Figure 3.1.4).

a b

Figure 3.1.4. Microphysical variations in the TIPA: (a) the real cloud with variable phase

function asymmerry factor (gj, g2, ... , g9); (b) the plane-parallel cloud which the beam is

assumed to encounter in the TIPA .

The I-D œ effect's influence on radiance values can be calculated by simply replacing the
albedo A('t) with the radiance f(".,.). The influence on the spatial distribution ofreflected

radiation can he calculated using the equation

• (3.1.3)
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where X and Y are the horizontal domain sizes in x and y directions, and

1('.(zo,yo)' X-XQ. y_ Yo) is the radiation that is reflected by a plane-parallel cloud of thickness

,;' at a distance (x • xo, y • Yo) from the point where it entered the cloud. (This can be

determined from plane-parallel Monte Carlo simulations.) It should he noted that even for

overhead sun, this equation gives results different from the spatial distributions estimated

by the !PA. In estimating local radiances, the !PA assumes not only that the entry point

determines the way a photon experiences a cloud, but also that photons do not move

horizontally, not even as they would in a plane-parallel cloud. Equation (3.1.3), on the

other hand, allows for horizontal flow of radiation as long as individual photons are not

affected by horizontal inhomogeneities along their paths. Therefore this equation is more

suitable for estimating the I-D IH effect even for overhead sun. (This does not necessarily

imply that equation (3.1.3) would give more accurate cstimates for local radiances than the

!PA would, since real radiances are influenced by 3-D effects as weil.)

Comparison of the TIPA to various other approximations

In this section, the TIPA is compared to three other approximations: a type that uses an

apparent cloud fraction (CFapp), the IPA, and an approach that treats direct and diffuse

_adiation separately.

As Minnis (1989) shows, clouds in broken cloud fields appear ta occupy increasing

portions of a scene as it is viewed from increasingly oblique angles. The cloud fraction

apparent from the sun's direction has been used in radiative studies (Aida 1977; Davis et

al. 1979; Harshvardhan and Thomas 1984; Kobayashi 1988; Titov 1990; Barker 1994).3

The TIPAis closely related to this CFapp, since bath calculate the fraction of the incoming

solar radiation that is intercepted by clouds. However, while the CFapp distinguishes

between only two categories (cloud or no cloud), the T!PA also takes into account the

effects of cloud optical thickness variations. Therefore the TIPA can be regarded as an

extension of CFapp'

3The effective cloud fraction has also been used in studies of infrared radiation (Killen and Ellingson
1994).
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Although sorne differences between the IPA and the TIPA were pointed out earlier in this

section, sorne furtner comparisons may also be of interest. The fundamental difference

between the two approximations can also be described in terms of the distribution of

incoming solar radiation: the IPA assigns equal amounts to all horizontal unit areas,

whereas the TIPA assigns equal amounts to all unit areas perpendicular to the incoming

solar radiation. An analogy can be drawn between this difference and the reason the

earth's poles are colder than the equator (Figure 3.1.5). This fundamental difference

results in the TIPA being able to explain qualitatively why cloud reflection properties

depend not only on the frequency distribution of cloud optical thicknesses (as assumed by

the IPA), but also on the spatial distribution of 't-values. For example, the TIPA enables

explanations of why windshears toward and away from the sun result in different

radiative effects (Barker 1994), or why cloud stteets parallel and perpendicular to the solar

illumination have different albedos (Davies 1976 p. 137).

Although the main purpose of the TIPA is to calculate the I-D rn effect (as opposed to

obtaining quick albedo estimates), it might still be of sorne value to compare albedo

estimates obtained by the TIPA and the IPA. By definition, the two approximations give

identical scene-average albedo values for overhead sun. For oblique illumination, the
calculation of 't' values smoothes the original 't values in the x-direction. This smoothing

results in 't' having less variability than the original 't values, and thus causes TIPA

albedos to be somewhere in between the albedos calculated using the IPA and the

homogeneous, plane-parallel approximation. Since the IPA always gives lower albedos

than the homogeneous, plane-parallel assumption (Figure 3.1.1), it follows that TIPA

albedos are always higher than IPA albedos. For small solar zenith angles even the IPA

tends to overestimate the real albedo, and so the higher TIPA-estimates are even further

from the correct albedos. for large solar zenith angles, however, the IPA underestimates

the true albedo, and thus the TIFA estimates are more accurate (Figure 3.1.6).

Finally, the TIPA can also be compared to an interesting approach taken by Barker (1992)

and Gabriel and Evans (1996). They applied conventional1-D theory to describe diffuse

radiation, whereas they designed various methods 10 acknowledge that the direct beam

penetrates deeper into inhomogeneous cloud fields than into homogeneous clouds. In the

present case, as in the Independent Pixel Approximation, Modified Source (IPAMS) in

Gabriel and Evans (1996), the direct and diffuse radiation can be separated, assuming that

the direct beam is tilted according to the solar elevation, while the diffuse radiation
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Earth

e

Figure 3.1.5. Analogy between IPA-TIPA and equator-pole differences: (a) The IPA

assigns equal amounts of solar radiation to intervals [a,b] and [c,e], whereas the TIPA

assigns equal amounts to [a,b] and [c,d]; (b) On the Earth's surface, interval [c,d], and

not [c,e], intercepts as much solar radiation as interval [a,b].
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Figure 3.1.6. Accuracy of albedo estimates based on the 1PA and the TIPA for the cloud

field shown in Figure 2.1.1.

•

propagates in the vertical direction. Thus, the logic of this approach lies somewhere

berween that of the IPA (which assumes that ail radiation moves vertically) and the TIPA

(which assumes that ail radiation moves in a tilted direction). The scene albedo can be

estimated by using this s,"paration approach 10 calculate where each photon is firs!

scattered, and then replacing 't or 't' in 1PA or T1PA caIculations by the optical thickness

of the column below this scattering point. This approximation gives the same results as

the T1PA on the sunlit side of a cuboidal cloud, and the same results as the IPA on the

shadowy side. Therefore, while this separation approach can be useful for many

purposes, the artificial jump at the shadowy cloud edge makes it as unsuitable for

estimating the 1-D rn effect as the 1PA. (Another problem would arise in the case of a thin

overlying Cirrus cloud. Since mos! photons are scatlered only once or !wice in such
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clouds, they tend to reach the underlying inhomogeneous cloud layer in oblique

directions. The separation approach, Iike the IPA, however, assumes that the photons

reach the inhomogeneous layer vertically. Rence, this approach would overestimate the I

D œ effect for such situations.)

While the TIPAmay also be useful for purposes other than calculating the 1-D œ effect,

one should not forget about the limitations of its USe for other purposes. One main

limitation is that since the TIPA is designed for forward calculations, il is highly

questionable whether il could he used in satellite retrievals. Another important limitation is

that, by defInition, il does not include 3-D effects, and thus il cannot estimate phenomena

that are not present in I-D radiative transfer theory. For example, the TIPA cannot give

accurate estimates for the angular distribution of radiation reflected from broken cloud

fIelds, since the enhanced backscatter from cloud sides (Davies 1976, p. 127; Wendling

1977) is not present in I-D theory. This problem can be solved only by considering 3-D

radiative effects. The following section describes a way these effects can be defIned and

calculated.

3.1.2 Three-dimensional radiative inhomogeneity effects

The main purpose of this section is to develop definilions for radiative inhomogeneity

effects that cannot be included into a I-D framework. By defInilion, the I-D œ effect

describes the aspect ofradiative transfer, that photons reach the cloud layer at locations

which have various thicknesses. The 3-D effects, on the other hand, describe the various

ways individual photons are affected by cloud inhomogeneities they encounter a10ng their

paths within the cloud layer. These inhomogeneities can affect a photon in one of two

ways:

• It is scattered (and / or absorbed) funher in the inhomogeneous cloud even after il
wouId have left a homogeneous cloud, or

It leaves the cloudy layer "too early," i.e., when il would still be weil within a

homogeneous c1oud.4

4The time t a photon spends in lhe cloud layer can be de!~.rmined from lhe distance it travels wilhin lhe

1f"'~'"layer. using r = c dr, where ro and rù.'i., are lhe coordinates oflhe points where lhe photon enfers
'.

and leaves lhe cloud layer, respectively, and c is the speed of light. (The integration should be perforrned
along the phOlon's path, instead of along a straight !ine connecting ro and r".'i"') However, changing t
docs not necessarily affect whether il gets transmitted, rellected, or absorbed. For example, if the
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Since in both cases, the affected photons can leave the cloud layer either upward or

downward, four main inhomogeneily effects can be defined. These are:

A. The photon does not leave the cloud layer upward when it would in the case of a

homogeneous cloud, but instead experiences further scattering (and / or absorption).

In the case of clouds with constant microphysical properties and no gaseous

absorption, this scattering (and / or absorption) occurs when the radiation travels

through more 't upward than il did before downward (Figure 3.1.7a). Since this

upward trapping effect makes it more difficuit for radiation to leave upward, it tends to

decrease cloud albedo.5

B. The photon does not leave the cloud layer downward when il would in the case of a

homogeneous cloud, but instead experiences further scattering (and / or absorption).

In the case of clouds wilh constant microphysical properties and no gaseous

absorption, this occurs if the radiatio.1 descends through more 't than il would be

required to in order to be transmilted through a homogeneous cloud (Figure 3.1.7b).

Since this downward trapping effect makes transmission of radiation more difficult, it

tends to increase cloud albedo.

C. The photon leaves the cloud layer upward "too early," Le., when il would still be well

within a homogeneous cloud. In the case of clouds with constant microphysical

properties and no gaseous absorption, this occurs if the radiation leaves upward after

having traveled through more 't downward than upward (Figure 3.1.7c). Since this

upward escapùzg effect allows reflected radiation to [eave upward more easily, it tends

to increase cloud albedo.6

geometrieal thiekness of a homogencous. non-absorbing cloud were inereased, and ilS volume extinction
coefficient were decreased to keep the optical thickness constant, ail photons would still reach the same
fale (either ref1ection or transmission) in the new cloud, even though they would ail spend more time in
the cloud layer. Consequenùy, the terrns "afler," "too carly," and "when" do not refer to the time photons

spend within the cloud layer, but 10 the overall optical pathlength PL = f"''';'' PM dr they travel
'0

through. II is this optical palhlength PL thal delerrnines both the number of scallerings a photon
experiences, and ilS chances of being absorbed. Thus, the expressions "afler" and "too carly" should be
interpreted as "having traveled through a larger (or shorter) total optical pathlength."
5Special cases for the upward trapping effeet have been described (under various names, for example "side
illumination") by Wendling (1977) and Kobayashi (1993).
6For simple cloud geometries, the increase in ref1ection in oblique directions (duc to the upward escaping
effeet) has been described by Davies (1978), Kobayashi (1993).
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• D. The photon Ieaves the cloud downward "too early," i.e., when it would still be weil

within a homogeneous cloud. In the case of clouds with constant microphysical

properties and no gaseous absorption, this occurs if the radiation can escape the

cloudy layer downward after having traveled through less 't than would be required in

a homogeneous cloud (Figure 3.1.7d).7 Since this downward escaping effect makes

it easier for radiation to pass through the cloud layer, it tends to decrease cloud albedo.

a

•
Figure 3.1.7. Paths of photons that experience 3-D œ effects in clouds having cloud top

height and volume extinction coefficient variations: (a) upward trapping; (b) downward

trapping; (c) upward escaping; (d) downward escaping. Denser shading indicates higher

volume extinction coefficient.

7For plane-parallel cloucls with horizontally variable VEC, Cannon (1970) named this crree! ehanneling.
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One can obtain the overal/ 3-D IH effect simply by adding up these four effects. Then the

overall radiative effect of cloud inhomogeneities can be obtained by adding the 1-D œ:
effect and the overall 3-D effect.

Since sorne photons influenced by 3-D œ: effects may end up the same way as they

would have in a homogeneous cloud (Figure 3.1.8), one should distinguish between the

amount of radiation affected by 3-D œ: effects and the net influence of these effects. Both

quantities can be determined through three subsequent Monte Carlo experiments that

simulate what happens to the very same photons if 3-D œ: effects are taken into account

and if they are not. The fIrst simulation prediclS the 'ti'ol values each photon will encounter

in the 3-D fIeld.s The second one calculates radiative transfer based on the TIPA,

assuming a plane-paralle! cioud of thickness 't = 'tf'ol (chosen separately for each photon,

according to the results of tbe DISt simulation). Finally, the third simulation calculates

radiative transfer through the actual3-D cloud fIeld. A simple procedure can ensure that ail

three experiments simulate the very same photons in their respective cloud fIelds: setting

the random number generator seed to identical values before simulating the paths of

corresponding photons in the three experiments.9 This ensures that the generated

pathlengths (in optical thickness units) and scattering angles are identical in both

simulations. (The scattering angles generated using identical random numbers may be

somewhat different in the TIPA and the 3-D calculations, if there are variations in the

microphysical cloud properties. Nonetheless, the two experiments simulate the path of

identical photons in their respective cloud fields, since the very same photons can be

scattered differently, depending on the size of the droplets they encounter.)

The above method examines how photons are influenced by inhomogeneities as they

move along their paths within the cloud layer. This approach is different from the one

used in previous studies, which focused on how inhomogeneities influence the radiation

fIeld at various fIxed locations. (For example, Davis (1992), Marshak et al. (1995a) and

Gabriel and Evans (1996) examined the radiation at points ofvarious densities within a

SAppcndix A deseribcs the way 'tf'ol values ean bc obtained through Monte Carlo simulaùons.

9A convenient way to choose the random number seed is to make it equal to the index number of the
photon to be simulaled, Le., to 1 for the first photon, to 2 for the second, and so on. In the case of the
random number generator used in this sludy, the flfst generated random number depends systemaùcally on
the seed value, but this relationship quickly vanishes for subsequent random numbcrs. Hence the true
randomness of the simulated photon paths can be ensured by flfSt generaùng ten unused random numbcrs
with each new setùng of the random number seed, and then starting the simulaùon of each photon with
the eleventh random number.
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Figure 3.1.8. Photon paths within inhomogeneous and homogeneous clouds: (a) 3-D

effects are present; (b) 3-D effects are not present.

cloud with VEC variations, while McKee and Cox (1974), Davies (1976, 1978), Aida

(1977), Welch and Wielicki (1984) and Bréon (1992) studied the radiation that left

cuboidal and cylindrical clouds through their tops and, separately, their sides.) The

difference between the present approach and other ones is analogous to the difference

between the Lagrangian and Eulerian approaches used, for example, in fluid dynamics.

(The droplets encountered by a photon may be regarded as exening a kind of "resistance

force" on the photon. The present method examines how this force is influenced by

inhomogeneities photons experience as they move along their paths ("total derivatives"),

whereas previous studies focused on how local gradients in this force (Le., cloud volume

extinction coefficients at various fixed locations) affect the spatial distribution of the

radiation field.)

At the end of the simulations, the amount of radiation influenced by 3-D IH effects can be

obtained by counting the photons that left the cloud layer earlier (or later) in the 3-D than

in the TlPA simulation. The net 3-D IH effects on the scene albedo can be obtained by

using the formulas:
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• Upward rrapping (un:
Downward trapping (DT):

Upwarù escaping (DE):

Downward escaping (DE):

UT = a / Ntotal

DT = b / Ntocal

UE = c / Ntotal

DE = d / Ntotal,

where the symbols mean the foIIowing:

Ntocal: total number of simulated photons in each experiment,

a: number of photons that, having been influenced by upward trapping, leave the 3

D cloud field downw~rcl,

b; number of photons that, having been affected by downward trapping, get reflected

in the 3-D simulation,

c: number of photons that are affected by upward escaping in the 3-D simulation,

and get transmitted in the TIFA simulation,

d: number of photons that are affected by downward escaping in the 3-D simulation,

and get reflected in the TIFA simulation.

The net effects on radiance, reflectance, or BRDF values can be calculated in !wo steps.

First, the effects should be calculated in tenns of photon numbers:

Upward trapping:

Downward trapping:

Upward escaping:

Downward escaping:

(a(M) - ai,...))
N'old

(bl",) - bi".))
N1ot.Jl

(Cl",) - ci".))
N'ol4J

(dl"') - d(~.))
N~""

•

where a(".) is the number of those photons affected by upward trapping that go to the

angular bin (1l,<P) in the 3-D simulation, and ai",) is the number of those photons

influenced by upward trapping that go to bin (1l,<P) in the TIPA-simulation. b, b*, c, c*,

d, and d* can be interpreted similarly for the other effects. In the second step, equations

(2.2.1 - 2,2.3) should be used to transfonn the net effects from photon numbers to

radiation units.
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The net effects on the spatial distribution ofreflected radiation can be calculated similarly,
except that a(•.•), ai•.•), etc. should be replaced by a(.,.....), ai".....), etc., to keep track of

the two (x ,Y) coordinates where each photon leaves the 3-D and TIPA fields,

respectively. Finally, il should be noted that although this particular study examines the

effects of cloud inhomogeneity only on reflection, the effects on absorption and

transmission of radiation can also be calculated after appropriate modifications in the

proposed scheme.

3.2 Quantitative Analysis of Radiative Inhomogeneity Effects

The main purpose of this section is to examine the mechanisms through which cloud

inhomogeneities influence solar radiation, and to compare the effects of rloud top height

(CTH) variability to those of volume extinction coefficient (VEC) variability.

In order to make the interpretation of numerical results easier, the effects of surrounding

air and underlying surface are neglected throughoUl the section. Simulations are presented

for 0.865 /lm wavelength, assuming conservative scattering by clouds with a dropsize

distribution representative of the top of Stratocumulus clouds (Section 2.2.2). The

statistical uncertainty of Monte Carlo results can be estimated using equation (2.2.4),

replacing A with the value in question (for example the ratio of photons affected by

downward escaping), and considering that all experiments simulate the path of 100,000

photons. 10

Section 3.2.1 studies inhomogeneity effects on cloud albedo for overhead sun, and

Section 3.2.2 examines how these effects change with solar zenith angle. Finally, Section

3.2.3 investigates how cloud inhomogeneities affect nadir reflectance, and whether cloud

inhomogeneities may explain the unexpected behavior observed by Loeb and Davies

(1996b).

lD-rne experiments presented in Section 3.2.3 simulate the path of 500,000 photons.
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• 3.2.1 Overhead sun

First, the relative importance of various inhomogeneity effects is calculated for clouds

with simple geometrical shapes. The resuhs presented in Table 3.2.1 show that, as

suggested by Harshvardhan and Thomas (1984), downward escaping is the dominant 3-D

œ effect for a regular array ofinfinite slabs (Figure 3.2.1). This effect can be expected to

become weaker if the slabs aœ placed on top of a plane-parallel cloud layer, res 'lting in a

"turreted stratus" geomecry (Figure 3.2.2), since the plane-parallel cloud reflects a large

portion of the channeled radiation. This argument would seem to irnply that the overall 3

D inhomogeneity effect gets weaker as the 'tpp optical thickness of the plane-paral!ellayer

increases. This phenomenon has been observed by Davies (1976, p. 137). However, it

can be argued that a thicker plane-parallellayer reflects more, and thus the amount of

radiation that can potentially be affected by upward trapping increases with 'tpp• The

results in Figure 3.2.3 show this increase in upward trapping to be so strong that, for a

certain range of 'tpp values, the overall 3-D œ effect can even increase with 'tpp• These

results imply that small eTH variations decrease cloud reflection most at the cloud edge

('tpp = 0), whereas large cm variations decrease cloud reflection most at intermediate

cloud thicknesses.

TABLE 3.2.1. 3-D Inhomogeneity effects in
a regular array of infinite slabs

Ratio of Net effect on
affected scene albedo
photons

't = JO
UT 0.010 -0.001
DT 0.007 0.001
UE 0.067 0.012
DE 0.157 -0.034
Total 0.241 -0.022

't = 40
UT 0.021 -0.005
DT 0.006 0.001
UE 0.095 0.020
DE 0.612 -0.050
Total 0.734 -0.034

• UT= upward trapping
DT= downward trapping
UE= upward escaping
DE= downward escaping
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Figure 3.2.1. A regular array of infinite slabs.
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• Figure 3.2.2. Turreted stratus geometry.
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• The importance of various 3-D effects is examined by comparing the net effects of

radiation flowing from thick to thin areas (i.e., DE + UE) and radiation flowing from thin

to thick areas (i.e., UT + DT).!! The results shown on Figure 3.2.4 reveal that the albedo

is decreased less by radiation flo'ving from thick to thin areas than from thin to thick

areas.
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UT+DT

•

Figure 3.2.4. Influence of radiation flowing from thin to thick (UT + DT) and from thick

to !hin areas (DE + DE) on the albedo of turreted stratus clouds. The displayed values are

for "pp = 10, 20, and 40.

11 As Figures 3. L7a and b show, some photons may experience upward trapping or downward trapping
effect without ever moving to thicker cloud portions than where mey enlCred the cloud. However, since
this requires a photon 10 be tumed back twice al suilable locations, this happens only for a negligible
fraction of simulated photons.
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• The validity of this conclusion for more realistic cloud geometries can be examined using

the Landsat scenes described in Section 2.1.2. In order to increase the vcriety of available

scenes, 27 artificial cloud fields are also considered throughout this section. The artificial

scenes are generated using the stochastic model described in Section 2.1.2, with the input

parameters shown in Table 3.2.2. As the table shows, these scenes include a large variety

of cloud structures from thin to thick and from nearly homogeneous to highly

inhomogeneous broken cloud scenes. While this set of artificial scenes does not represent

the full variety of real clouds, it allows the study of features that may not be very

pronounced in the available Landsat scenes. Also, since it is not clear how representative

the artificial fields are of real clouds, only the main features of the results are analyzed,

and only qualitative conclusions are drawn from the numerical results.

Figure 3.2.5 shows that the flow of radiation from thin to thick areas always decreases the

scene albedo, whereas the flow of radiation from thick to thin areas has a wider range of

variability, and can either decrease or increase the albedo. In most cases, the scene albedo

is decreased mainly by the thin to thick flow (rather than the thick to thin flow), except for

TABLE 3.2.2. Input parameters for a set of
artificially generated cloud fields. A separate
cloud field has been generated for each
possible combination of input parameters.

Parameter

VEC
Cloud fraction

Scaling parameters
Si, k', S2

<1:>

Input value(s)

30 km-!
0.98
0.75
0.5

1.5, 6, 4
l, 10, 3.6
l, 12, 3

5
15
30

•
VEC=
Si =
k' =
S2 =

<1:> =

v"jume extinction coefficient
scaling before break
break wavenumber
scaling after break

scene average optical thickness
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Figure 3.2.5. Influence ofradiation flowing from thin to thick (UT + DT) and from thick

ta thin areas (UE + DE) on the albedo of cloud fields with irregular cloud top height

variations.

the five most inhomogeneous scenes. These five scenes have both steep cloud sides

(resulting in Slrong downward escaping) and low cloud fraction (resulting in weak

upward trapping).

The four individuaI 3-D effects can be combined to examine whether the scene aIbedo is

influenced more by 3-D effects which ease the transmission of downwelIing photons (DT

+ DE) or which hinder the emergence of upwelling photons from the cloud field (UT +

UE). Figure 3.2.6 shows that the albedo of all scenes is decreased more by making the
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Figure 3.2.6. Influence of 3-D IH effects due to eTH variations on scene albedo by

affecting transmission (DT + DE) and reflection (UT + UE). The dashed line separates

cases with negaüve and positive overall 3-D IH effects.

•

transmission of sorne photons easier, than by making the reflection of upwelling photons

more difficult (DT + DE < UT + UE). Since downward trapping is very weak, the

position along the horizontal axis is determined mainly by the downward escaping effect,

which is related to how strllctured a cloud field is. Thus the position along the horizontal

axis can serve as a rough guide to the magnitude of cloud inhomogeneities. Figure 3.2.6

therefore suggests that upward escaping is stronger than upward trapping for small

inhomogeneities, whereas the situation reverses for very large inhomogeneities.
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The figure also shows that overall 3-D effects can sometimes increase the albedo even for

overhead sun. This finding contradicts the argument of Zuev and Titov (1995) who

argued that horizontal photon transport always decreases the cloud albedo for overhead

sun, if no absorption and surface reflection is considered. Since, as Figure 3.2.7

demonstrates, downward trapping is very weak, this occasional increase is due to a

relatively strong upward escaping effect
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Figure 3.2.7. Influence of downward trapping on the albedo of scenes with a positive 3-D

ID effect.
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The next question addressed is whether cloud reflection changes markedly if, as in

previous studies, the geometrical cloud thickness is kept constant and the optical thickness

variations observed in Landsat scenes are attributed to variations in the VEC. The most

appropriate way to compare these two representations of cloud inhomogeneities (Le., the

assumption of CTH and VEC variations) is to consider the same 't-distributions, average

cloud geometrical thicknesses and cloud VEC's for both approaches.

For overhead sun, the I-D IR effect depends only on the optical thickness distribution,

and is thus the same for both approaches. However, the results shown in Figure 3.2.8

indicate that CTH variations cause much stronger 3-D effects than VEC variability. The

reasons CIH variations decrease the albedo more effectively than VEC variations can be

illustrated through the example of a particular 't-field shown in Figure 2.1.1. The

differences in the individual 3-D effects (Table 3.2.3) can be explained as follows.
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Figure 3.2.8. Overa1l3-D IR effects due to CTH and VEC variations for overhead sun.

(a) all scenes; (b) Landsat scenes only.
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TABLE 3.2.3. 3-D inhomogeneity effects for the cloud field shown in Figure 2.1.1. The
l-D inhomogeneity effect on scene albedo is -0.127.

CTH variations

Inhomogeneity Ratio of affected Net effect on
effect photons scene albedo

VEC variations

Ratio of affected Net effect on
photons scene albedo

UT
DT
UE
DE
Total

0.162
0.019
0.192
0.134
0.544

-0.026
0.002
0.031
-0.030
-0.023

0.146
0.150
0.179
0.205
0.680

-0.010
0.017
0.016
-0.034
-0.011

•
CTH
VEC=
UT=
DT=
DE=
DE=

cloud top height
volume extinction coefficient
upward trapping
downward trapping
upward escaping
downward escaping
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{Jpward trappin&

The effects of upward trapping can be studied by considering a photon that enters a thin

pixel of optical thickness 'th descends in that pixel through an optical distance 'td, and then

moves to a neighboring pixel in which 't2 > 't1 (Figure 3.2.9a, b). The fact that upward

trapping affects only about 11 % more radiation for CTH than for VEC variations,

whereas the difference in the net effects is about 270 %, indicates that the main difference

is not in the amount of radiation that goes from pixel 1 to pixel 2, but in the different

efficiency of upward trapping once the radiation moves to pixel 2. This efficiency,

defined as

. 1net effect 1

Effic/ency = ,F d' . . .+1 damount OJ ra /at!on lnJ,uence '

depends on the 'tup net optical thkkness through which radiation must ascend to emerge

from the cloud layer. The larger the 'tup, the more radiation gets tumed downward again

and gets transmitted 10 the underlying surface, which results in a sU'onger net upward

trapping effecl. For CTH variations, 'tup is

whereas for VEC variations,

Since ~2 > ~l, 't;:11 > 't;:c, which implies a stronger upward trapping effect for CTH

than for VEC variations.

Downward trapping

Table 3.2.3 shows that downward trapping is a very weak effect for CTH variations. The

reason for this is that radiation has to tum around twice, and go over the cloud top

between its two "U-tums" (Figure 3.2.9c), which does not happen very often. In the case

of VEC variations, however, even a slight change in a photon's direction may result in

downward trapping (Figure 3.2.9d). That is why downward trapping is much stronger

for VEC than for CTH variations.
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Upward escaping

As Table 3.2.3 shows, the amount of radiation affected by upward escaping is similar for

both CTH and VEC variations. Thus the explanation for the two-fold difference in their

net effects should be sought by considering whether the affected photons would also be

reflected without the inhomogeneities. This depends mainly on the "'Cs ="'Cd . "'Cup optical

thicknt'ss that, due to inhomogeneities, is "skipped" by the affected photons. A larger"'Cs
value means that more of the affected photons would be turned downward again if there

were no inhomogeneities. For CTH variations (Figure 3.2.ge),

For VEC variations (Figure 3.2.9f),

Since "'C2 < "t l , "t~EC > "t;J1I for any "'Cd value. In turn, "t;rll > "t;EC , which means that

ascending photons "skip" more cloud particles in the case of CTH variations. Thus for

VEC variations, most of the photons affected by upward escaping would get reflected

anyway, whereas CTH variations enable the reflection of many photons that would have

been turned downward to the surface, if they had not skipped "t;rll. This explains why

upward escaping is more efficient for CTH than for VEC variations.

Downward escaping

Table 3.2.3 shows that downward escaping affects more radiation for VEC than for CTH

variations. The reason for this is that for VEC variability, downwarè escaping can

influence photons that move horizontally at any altitude, whereas for CTH variability, it

can affect only those photons that move horizomally above the cloud top (Figure 3.2.9g

and h).

Table 3.2.3 also indicates that downward escaping is more efficient for CTH than for

VEC variations. This means that in clouds with variable CTH, a larger portion of the

affec:ed photons would be reflected without inhomogeneities. The efficiency depends on

the "ts optical thickness that is skipped due to downward escaping: the larger the "'Cs, the
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more of the transmitted photons would be reflected wi thout downward escaping. 1:g can be

calculated using 1:5 = 1:* - 1:v, where 1:* is the optical thickness of the pixel where the

photon enters the cloud layer (detennined using the TIPA), and 1:v is the vertical optical

thickness the photon actually passes through. The value of 1:v can be obtained using

where '0 = (Xo, Yo, ZIOP) indicates the point at which the photon entered the cloud layer, and

r. =(x., Y., z.) refers to the photon's actual position. The integration should be perfonned

along the photon's path (instead of along a straight line connecting '0 and ra) to calculate

the CUITent value of '!V before each scattering event.

For the sample cloud field, the average 1:5 is 7.06 for cru variations, and 4.83 for VEC

variations. The fact that 1:';'1/ > 1:;EC is consistent with the higher efficiency for cru
variations. However, this higher efficiency is not straightforward to expIain. According to

the two-column model used for explaining other 3-D effects,

Since 1:2 < 1:" 1:;EC is always positive. This implies that 1:;'Ec· > 1:';'1/ , if 1:d > (1:2 - 1:1). If

1:" < (1:2 - 1:,), the difference between the two 1:5 values is

This result, based on the two-column model, is opposite to the situation for actual cloud

fields, where 1:';'1/ > 1:;"c. This apparent contradiction can be resolved by considering the

horizontal distance traveled by photons that experience the downward escaping effec!.

Since these photons tend to move toward thinner regions, it can be expected that as they
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travel farther, they go to even thinner areas and hence experience a stronger downward

escaping effect (Le., t s is larger for them). In the case of eTH variations, since photons

affected by downward escaping start moving horizontally at high altitudes, they can travel

large horizontal distances by the time they reach the bonom of the cloud layer. In the case

of VEe variations, however, photons can experience downward escaping even if they

s'cm moving horizontally only near the cloud base. Sinc~ these photons have linIe room to

travellarge horizontal distances before reaching the cloud base, they do not experience

large t-variations that would cause strong downward escaping effects. Hence, downward

escaping can he expected to b<: more efficient for eTH than for VEe variations.

The above hypothesis can be evaluated by calculating the average horizontal distance

traveled by photons that experience downward escaping. For the cloud field shown in

Figure 2.1.1, the average distance is 0.92 km for eTH and 0.59 km for VEe variations.

The ratio of these two distances, ~:§~ =1.56 is similar to the ratio l:~~ =1.47 of the

average t s values for the two cloud representations, suggesting that the differences in

traveled distances may be the main reason for the differences in the efficiency of the

downward escaping effecl.

Overall

Since eTH and VEe variations cause very different radiative t::ffects, the question may

arise whether 3-D effects due to VEe variability always decœas.:: cloud albedo, or,

similarly to eTH variations, sometimes increase il. Figure 3.2.8 indic:,.'es mat overall 3-D

effects decrease the albecio for ail scenes, even those with t-variation'; f0r which 3-D

effects due to CTH variability increase the albedo.12 This can be explained hl' considering

that upward escaping increases the albedo much less 'for VEe than for eTH va; iations. 13

Since, as shown in Table 3.2.3, downward escaping is by far the strOngest 3-D lrl effect

for aIl the scenes with VEe variations, horizontal photon transport decreases the scene

albcdo mainly through radiation flowing from thick to thin areas (Le., UE +DE), even for

12The positive values for VEC variations on Figure 3.2.8 are sma11er than the statistical uncertainty of
the Monte Carlo sim ulations.
13There is one situation in which overall 3-D effects of VEC variations are found 10 increase cloud albedo:
that of overcast cloud fields with extreme small·scale variability in horizontal directions. In this case, I·D
radiative transfer (!PA or T!PA) would assume a very inhomogeneous cloud, whereas multiple scauering
effectively smoothes out the effects of horizontal variations. Therefore the main pracess responsible for
increasing cloud reflection is not upward trapping (as for CTH variations), but very strong downward
trapping. However, the variability must be so large for this phenomenon to accur, that it probably is
highly atypical in the atrnosphere.
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• those scenes in which the opposite flow dominates for CTH variations (Figure 3.2.10).

The strong downward escaping effect also ensures that the albedo is lowered mainly by

mak:ng the transmission of downwelling radiation easier, as opposed to making the

reflection of upwelling radiation more difficult (Figure 3.2.11). (This finding confirms

previous studies (e.g., Cannon 1970; Davis 1992, which focused on downward escaping

as the main inhomogeneity effect in clouds with internai VEC variability.)
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Figure 3.2.10. Effects of radiation flowing from thick to thin (UE + DE) and frorn thin to

thick areas (UT + DT) for c10uds with VEC variations.
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Figure 3.2.11. Influence of 3-D IH effects due to VEC variations on the scene albedo by

affecting transmission (DT + DE) and reflection (UT + UE).

3.2.2 Oblique sun

Numerous previous studies indicate that the radiative effects of cloud inhomogeneities

change significantly with solar zenith angle (SZA). This section examines how cloud

inhomogeneities affect solar radiation for oblique sun.

•

Since, as noted in Section 3.1.1, cloud fields appear more homogeneous from oblique

directions than from above, the 1-D IH effect decreases with increasing SZA (Figure

3.2.12). Figure 3.2.12 demonstrates that for the cloud field shown in Figure 2.1.1, the

overall 3-D IH effect, especially for CIH variations, is not very sensitive to the solar

zenith angle. However, Figure 3.2.13 shows that this insensitivity is a rare case, and that

the overall 3-D IH effect can either increase or decrease with the SZA. Figure 3.2.14

indicates that the relative stability of the overall 3-D rH effect on Figure 3.2.12 seems to
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be a rare case in which changes in the individual3-D effects nearly cancel each other out.

As the figure shows, the changes are due mainly to variations in the amount of radiation

influenced by each effect, rather than to variations in the efficiency of 3-D effects. As a

general trend, this amount can be expected to increase with SZA, since clouds intercept

more radiation for oblique sun, and thus make more radiation potentially available for the

individuai 3-D effects.14,15 However, other factors also influence the way 3-D effects

depend on solar elevation. The main factors for the individuaI effects are as follows.

Upward trapping

The radiation that is potentially available for upward trapping is that which would be

reflected in the TIFA. This amount increases with SZA because more radiation is

intercepted by clouds, but aIso becr.use the reflection of even a homogeneous, plane

paralle! cloud increases with SZA. However, as Figure 3.2.12 shows, these effects could

increase upward trapping by a factor of only g:~~ = 1.42 if the SZA increased from 00 to

60°. This would increase the radiation affected by upward trapping to 23% and 21 % for

CTH and VEC variations, respectively. Since in actuality, however, upward trapping

affects 35% and 26%, respectively, another pfC'(~SS must he responsible for the remainder

of the increase.

The main process responsible for the remaining increase is probably that, as the SZA

increases, cloud sides tilted toward the sun intercept increasing portions of the total

incoming radiation, whereas cloud sides tiited away from the sun intercept less radiation,

i.e., YCT/I > XCT/I on Figure 3.2.l5a. Since cloud particles scatter predominantly in

forward directions, this increased number of photons moves to thicker cloud portions by

the time it starts ascending, and hence experiences the upward trapping effect. For

moderate cloud variability, the part of cloud which gets thicker in the forward direction

d" f VEC h f CTH .. . YVF.C yCl1/ • F'intercepts less ra tatlon or t an or vanatlons; t.e., -X' <-X 111 19ure
VEC cru

3.2.l5b. Hence, this process can be expected to increase upward trapping less for VEC

than for CTH variations, in accordance with the tendency in Figure 3.2.14. For very

strong inhomogeneities (Le., horizontally small clouds with steep sides), however,

upward trapping increases at about the same rate for both CTH and VEC variations

14This trend exisLS only up 10 a certain solar zenith angle, where the apparent cloud fracùon reaches
saluraÙon.
15Since the intensily of solar illuminaùon decreases with COS(SZA), the actual amount of radiation
imerccpted by c10uds may also decrease with incrcasing SZA. Thus, the term "amount of radiation" refers
to radiaùon aCter a normalization by COS(SZA).
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Figure 3.2.15. Amount of solar radiation intercepted by the two sides of simple clouds.

The optical thickness increases linearly lOward the cloud center. (a) cloud with CTH

variations. The dashed line indicates the path of a photon that experiences upward

trapping; (b) clouds with CTH (thick line) and VEC varir, 'ons (shaded rectangie). These

IWO clouds have the same 't-clistribution and average geometrical thickness.
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(Figure 3.2.16a, b). In such cases, the extra increase for CTH variations (expected from

Figure 3.2.15b) is limited by the fact that if photons enter a cloud near its center, they may

move to its other side by the time they start ascending, and hence experience a weaker

upward trapping effect, or even upward escaping (Figure 3.2. 17a). In the case of

moderate CTH variations, for example, if all reflected photons started to ascend after

having descended through the same 'td optical thickness, most of the extra radiation that is

intercepted by the right hand side of a large triangular cloud would be available for an

extra increase in upward trapping (= Yb in Figure 3.2.17b). For a small, steep cloud,

however, only a small portion of the extra amount would experience upward trapping (=

Y" in Fignre 3.2.17c). Hence, upward trapping for CTH and VEC variations can be

expected to change more ~imilarly with SZA for very inhomogeneous scenes, which

agrees with the tendency in Figures 3.2.16a and b.

Downward trapping

The radiation that is potentially available for downward trapping is the portion of radiation

that is intercepterl by clouds and would be transmitted without 3-D IH effects. This

radiation can be calculated by subtracting (1 - CFapp ) from the scene's transmission as

calculated by the TIFA. As Figure 3.2.18 indicates, this amount decreases with increasing

SZA for both CTH and VEC variations.

However, Figures 3.2.14 and 3.2.16c indicate that for CTH variations, downward

trapping increases steeply with the SZA. This happens because, for overhead sun, two U

tums are required for a photon to experience downward trapping, whereas for oblique

sun, even a slight change in a photon's direction may result in downward trapping (Figure

3.1.7b). The amount of radiation that can be influenced by this effect, after being scattered

at sorne particular angle, increases with SZA (e.g., Xb > Xa in Figure 3.2.19), thus

resulting in stronger downward trapping for more oblique sun.

For clouds with VEC variations, on the other hand, any small scattering-angle can cause

downward trapping regardless of SZA. For overhead sun, about half of the radiation

transmitted lhrough an idealized symmetric cloud is influenced by downward trapping

(Figure 3.2.20a). For oblique sun, diffusion caused by multiple scattering pushes the

average transmitted radiation below the direct beam to a degree which increases as the

radiation sinks deeper into the cloud (Figure 3.2.21).16 Thus, downward trapping can be

exp_'cted ta increase with SZA on the side farther from the sun, and decrease on the side

16The retiected radiaùon, on the other hand, tends ta move above the direct beam.
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closer to it (Figure 3.2.2Gb). However, radiation scattered below the direct beam rilay

experience downward trapping even if it entered the cloud to the right of the cl'icld center

(Figure 3.2.2Gc). Hence, as SZA increases, the radiation affected by downward trapping

takes up a slightly increasing portion of the total radiation transmitted through clouds.

The comparison of Figures 3.2.l4b and d reveals that for VEC variations, the efficiency

of downward trapping increases with SZA. This can be explained by considering that

multiple scattering tends to push photons below the direct beam to a degree that increases

with SZA (Figure 3.2.22). Therefore, the difference between 't* and the 'tv that photons

actually encounter also increases with SZA, thus implying a more efficient and hence

stronger downward trapping (Figures 3.2.l4b and3.2.16d).

Upward escaping

The radiation potentially available for upward escaping is simply that which is intercepted

by clouds, regardless of \\ hether it would be reflected or transmitted without 3-D œ
effects. Figures 3.2.14, and 3.2.16e and f show that, although this potential radiation

increases with SZA, upward escaping nevertheless remains fairly constant. For CTH

variations, this is because the increase in the potentially available radiation is counteracted

by the very same effect wInch enh~nces upward lrapping. That is, the fact that the

intercepted photons tend to move forward into thicker cloud portions (Figure 3.2.15a)

increases upward trapping at the expense of upward escaping.

Upward escapi'1g tends to remain fairly constant for VEC variations as weIl. This can be

explained by considering that the amount of potentially available radiation (i.e., radiation

intercepted by clouds) increases due to the extra radiation intercepted by cloud sides. Most

of this potentially available radiation, however, moves forward, toward denser regions,

and hence tends to experience upward trapping rather than upward escaping. The upward

escaping effect thus tends to influence only parts of the fraction of incoming solar

radiation that enters through the cloud top. (This fraction remains constant at the value of

the nadir cloud fraction.)
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Figure 3.2.16. Influence of 3-D lH effects on scene albedo: (a) upward trapping for enI
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Figure 3.2.17. Influence of cloud side slope on the magnitude of the upward trapping

effect: (a) the path of a photon experiencing upward escaping (and not upward trapping)

effect; (b) amOUIll of radiation Yb that is affected by upward trapping if a cloud has eTH

variations (thick line), but is not, if a cloud has VEC variations (dotted rectangle).

Photons are assumed to descend through "rd before ascending at the same angle as they

reached the cloud: (c) same as (b), but for steeper cloud sides.
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case of the cloud field shown in Figure 2.1.1 .
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Figure 3.2.20. Downward rrapping in clouds with VEC variations. The solid line

indicates paths of photons that are affected by downward rrapping. the dashed lines, paths

of photons that are not. The thickness of each line is related to the number of photons that

follows each type of paths: (a) overhead sun; (b) and (c) oblique sun.
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Figure 3.2.21. Forward motion of radiation in a homogeneous cloud. The dashed line

indicates the path assumed in the TIPA; the solid line. the average x-coordinate of photons

that are eventually transmitted through the cloud (relative to the point where they entered

the cloud). The average positions are calculated by 3-D rJdiative transfer calculations for a

cloud with " = 10 and SZA =60°. Photons enter the cloud top in a direction para Ile110 the

x-axis .
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photons enter the cloud top and leave the cloud base. The dashed line is the distance

assumed by the TIPA, the solid line is obtained through 3-D Monte Carlo simulations for

a homogeneous cloud with 1 = 10.
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Downward escaping

As with upward escaping, the radiation potentially available for downward escaping is

that which is intercepted by clouds (regardless of whether it would be reflected withollt 3

D IH effects), which increases with SZA. Downward escaping, however, affects

downward radiation only. Since photons tend ta sink into clouds less for larger SZA's,

the downward radiation in clouds does not increase with the amount of interceptcd

radiation; this is probably why downward escaping does not change much with SZA

(Figures :5.2.l4a and b, and 3.2.16g and hl. The shght decrease observed in the case of

very inhomogeneo~lS scenes with CTH variations (Figure 3.2.16g) may be explained by

considering the scaltering angles required for downward escaping. For CTH variations,

the minimum scaltering angle req;,ired for dO""ilVlard escaping increases on the sunlit side

of clouds (the side which intercepts a large portion of the total intercepted radiation)

(Figure 3.2.23a).17 In the case of large inhomogeneities (i.e., steep cloud sides) and

overhead sun, downward escaping requin~s forward scaltering, whereas for oblique sun,

the range of suitable scattering angles shifts toward backsc~lter directions (Figure

3.2.23b). Since cloud panicles scalter predominantly in forward directions (Figure

3.2.24), this backward shift results in a decrease in downward escaping. For smaller

inhomogene;ities (i.e., less steep cloud sides), the required scattering angles are faidy

large even for overhead sun (Figure 3.2.23c), and their backward shift therefore

decreases downward escaping much less. Hence, as the SZA increases, downward

escaping can be expected ta decrease more for the very inhomogeneous than for the

moderately inhomogeneous scenes, which is consistent with the tendency in Figure

3.2.16g.

Overall

Here, the influences of SZA on individual 3-D iH effects are synthesized. The first

conclusion that can be drawn is that in the case of oblique sun, the overall 3-D lH effect

always decreases albedo, even in scenes for which it increases the reflection in the case of

overhead sun (Figure 3.2.\3). For VEC variations, the dominant effect responsible for

this decrease remains the flow of radiation from thick ta thin regions (i.e., UE + DE), for

all SZA's (Figure 3.2.25a). For CTH variations, however, the flow from thin ta thick

regions (UT + DT) becomes dominant for oblique sun, even in those scenes where the

flow from thick ta thin regions dominates for overhead sun (Figure 3.2.25b).

17For VEC variations, chan:leling can occur for any scauering angle.
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Figure 3.2.23. Scattering angles suitable for downward escaping in the case of cm
variations. (a) minimum required scallering angle; (b) range of scallering angles suitable

for overhead and oblique sun (~l and ~2); (c) same as (b), but for moderate cloud

inhomogeneities.
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Figure 3.2.24. Mie scanering phase function at 0.865 ~m wavelength for a dropsize

distribution representative of the top of stratocumulus clouds (rmodal =10.2 ~) .
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VEC variations; (b) CTH variations.
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While for overhead sun, the overall 3-D effect decreases the albedo predominantly by

making the transmission of downwelling photons easier (Le., DT + DE < 0), and not by

making the reflection of upwelling photons more difficult (Le., UT + UE < 0), this

situation tends to reverse for oblique sun (Figure 3.2.26).18

Figure 3.2.27 shows that, while the overall 3-D effects caused by CTH and VEC

variations may differ significantly for oblique sun, the differences tend to be smaller than

they are for overhead sun (Figure 3.2.8). These differences are smaller since as the SZA

increases, the overa1l3-D effect due to CTH variations tends to decrease (Figure 3.2.13),

whereas the effects of VEC variations increases (Figure 3.2.28). This opposite behavior

can be explained by the factthat, as described above, downward trapping and downward

escaping change differently with SZA for the two types of cloud inhomogeneities (Figures

3.2.l6c, d, g and hl.

3.2.3 Effects of cloud inhomogeneities on nadir reflectance

Numerous studies have shown that cloud inhomogeneities affect not only the amount of

radiation reflected, but also ils angular distribution (see Section 1.3). Therefore, cloud

inhomogeneities may affect reflection in various directions differently. This section

examines how inhomogeneities affect nadir reflectance in particular.

Loeb and Davies (1996b) used measurements of the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite

Narrow Field ofView (ERBS NFOV) instrument to examine how nadirreflectance ofreal

clouds varies with SZA. According to l-D radiative transfer theory, nadir reflectance

(BRF) should decrease as the SZA increases. The reason for this decrease is that cloud

particles scaner light predominantly in near-forward directions, and thus for high SZA,

plane-parallel clouds tend to reflect the most radiation into oblique forward directions.

However, when Loeb and Davies (1996b) averaged all water clouds observed over the

oceans between latitudes 30° North and 30° South, they found that nadir reflectance does

not decrease, but increases wilh SZA (Figure 3.2.29, their Figure 4). Loeb, Varnai and

Davies (1996) have suggested that this unexpected behavior may be due to cloud

inhomogeneities. This section examines whether crH and lor VEC variations can cause

18Figure 3.2.29b shows thal the situation does not reverse for sorne scenes with VEC variations.
However, the overall 3-D effecl is very small, i.e., less than 0.0025 for ail such scenes. Hence, the above
conclusion is still valid for ail scenes in which the albedo is affecled significantly by 3-D tH effcclS.
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Figure 3.2.26. Comparison of the influence of 3-D IR effects on scene albedo by

affecting transmission (DT + DE) and reflection (UT + UE). Negative vaiues indicate that

the albedo is decreased mainly by 3-D IH effects easing the transmission of radiation;

positive values, that the albedo is decreased mainly by 3-D IR effects making cloud

reflection more difficult. (a) CTH variations; (b) VEC variations.
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such an increase, and if so, through what mechanisms. This question is addressed

through the example of a cloud field generated using the same input parameters as in

Loeb, Varna! and Davies (1996): CF =0.75, <1> = 10, VEC =30 km-l, S(k) =1 if k:5 6,

and S(k) =3.6 if k > 6.19

The results shown on Figure 3.2.30 indicare thar nadir reflectance increases sharply wirh

SZA for CTH variations, increases much less for VEC variations, and, as expecred,

decreases for homogeneous clouds. One reason for the differences is rhal as the SZA

increases, inhomogeneous clouds inrercepr more and more solar bearns, and thus make

more radiation potenriaUy available for nadir reflection. Figure 3.2.31 shows thar when

COS(SZA) decreases from 1 to 0.15, this effect (calculated using rhe TlPA) is responsible

for about 15 and 20% of rhe nadir reflectance's deviation from a single homogeneous

cloud layer for CTH and VEC variations, respectively. The rest of the differences are due

ro changes in 3-D IH effects, especially a large increase in upward trapping and a smaller

increase in downward trapping (Figure 3.2.32). Both rhese effects act ro scatter radiation

after it would have already left a plane-parallel cloud; they reduce the radiation that goes in

the forward direction, and distribure it in aU directions, thereby increasing nadir

reflectance.20 Section 3.2.2 discusses the reasons these two effects increase more for

CTH than for VEC variations, and the other two effects (upward escaping and downward

escaping) remain fairly constant

Downward trapping and the sum of rwo other 3-D effecrs (upward escaping and

downward escaping) change fairly similarly for both CTH and VEC variability. As

described in Section 3.2.2, however, upward trapping increases much more for CTH than

for VEC variations. Therefore, one can say that for this cloud field, downward trapping

and the I-D IH effect counterbalance the decrease in nadir BRF expected for

hornogeneous clouds, while changes in upward trapping cause the various increases

obtained for the two inhomogenei ty rypes.

Comparison of Figures 3.2.29 and 3.2.30 could suggesr that the observed behavior in

nadir cloud reflection is most similar ro the behavior of douds with VEC variability.

However, since the observational results include many measurements of truly

homogeneous cloud scenes, the decrease for these homogeneous scenes must be

19Since the generaûon process uses sorne mndom numbcrs rhm are differenl in the IwO sludies, using the
same inpul pararnelers does no! resull in idenûcal, only slaûsûcally very similar, cloud fields.
20For oblique sun, upward rrapping affects nadir rencclance and albedo in opposite ways: il enhances the
former, while il dccreases the latler, prcdominant1y by reducing renccûon in the forward direcûon.
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• counteracted by a stfong increase for the inhomogeneous scenes. Thus it appears more

likely that CTH, rather than VEC variations are responsible for the behavior observed by

Loeb and Davies (l996b).
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• Figure 3.2.30. Nadir reflectance (BRF) as a function of SZA for scenes with CTH (solid

line) and VEC variations (dashed line), and for a scene that contains a homogeneous cloud

(dotted line).
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Figure 3.2.31. Nadir reflectance for the same scenes as in Figure 3.2.30., but calculated

using tHe TlPA instead of3-D Monte Carlo simulations.
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• Chapter 4

An Aigorithm for Albedo Retrievals using Multi.
View Satellite Data

One of the main goals of the work presented in this thesis is to improve our ablity to

measure the albedo of inhomogeneous clouds. In particular, a new algorithm has been

developed to take advantage of the multi-view capability of the future satellite instrument

MISR. Although the algorithm has been developed with MISR in mind, it can be adapted

easily to other future multi-view instruments. This chapter describes this algorithm and

examines the improvements it may offer over present albedo-estimation methods. The

outline of the chapter is as follows.

Section 4.1 describes the albedo products that will be generated during the routine

processing of MISR data. The general approach of the proposed albedo-retrieval method

is outlined in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 describes the database built for the retrievals, while

Section 4.4 outlines the way appropriate coefficients from the database can be assigned to

actual measurements. Finally, Section 4.5 presents sorne preliminary estimates about how

much the new algorithm can be expected to dccrease the uncenainties of present albedo

estimates.

4.1 Standard MISR Albedo Products

The Eanh Observing System (EOS) will provide the scientific community not only with

raw measurements, but also with various products generated through routine processing

of satellite data. The goal of this processing is to make the measurements easier to use by

freeing potential users of sorne basic processing tasks.

For the MISR instrument, the standard products will include calibrated and geographically

registered reflectance (BRF) values, cloud masks, and various surface, aerosol and cloud

propenies. As pan of the routine data processing, three separate albedo values will be
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• produced for each MISR-wavelength. The three albedos can be interpreted through

another standard product, the Reflecting Layer Reference Altitude (RLRA), Le., the

altitude at which the main part of solar reflection in a 2.2 x 2.2 km area OCClu"s.

The concept of the RLRA is needed to match up data from the nine cameras so that they

show the same objects, and hence make full use of MISR's multi-view capability. As

Figure 4.1.1 shows, this process requires knowledge of the altitude from which the

radiation cornes. Strictly speaking, the concept of RLRA does not imply that almost all

reflection occurs at the same level. It only assumes that the reflection above and below the

RLRA does not vary significantly in horizontal directions. This assumption avoids the

complication that sorne of the radiation measured by the nine cameras cornes from

different objects for each camera. For clear pixels, the RLRA is set to the surface

elevation, and for cloudy pixels, to the cloud top height. The way the RLRA will be

calculated is described in detail in Diner et al. (l995c).

Xc Xl x2
30 km -.....----------~-----:r-

o km

•
Figure 4.1.1. The matching of multi-angle measurements using the concept of RLRA.

Depending on whether the RLRA is at level hl or h2, the measurement of the Cfwd camera

taken at point X() is matched with the measurement taken by the Cafl camera at points Xl or

X2, respectively.
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Since single-view instruments do not face the problem of matching various cameras, their

observations are usually registered to sorne constant reference altitude, for example, 30

km above sea level. This feature has been used by the MISR science team in defining the

three standard albedo products.

The [rrst prorluct, fine albedo, is intended mainly for small-scale and local studies. It is

calculated at 2.2 km spatial resolution and is registered at the RLRA. The exact definition

of this product is

A - b+c
fini. --d-'

where dis the downward solar flux through a 2.2 x 2.2 km area at the top of atmosphere

(TOA), b is the portion of d that is reflected back to space by air above the RLRA, and c is

the portion of d that emerges through the RLRA and subsequently leaves the atmosphere

to space (without passing through any other RLRA's).

The second product, coarse restrictive albedo. is intended mainly for regional and global

climate studies, and is most comparable to albedos produced by single-view instruments.!

Like the fine albedo, this albedo is registered to the variable level of the RLRA, but it is

calculated at a coarser, 35.2 km resolution. However, it is not equal to the average of fine

albedos over the same area. The difference is that fine albedos only include radiation that

leaves through the top of columns which reach from the surface to the RLRA, whereas the

coarse albedo also includes the radiation that leaves through the sides of these columns.

The exact definition of the coarse restrictive albedo is

A _b
TtslriCfi.,,« - ëi '

where d is the downward solar flux through a 35.2 x 35.2 km area at the TOA, and b is

the portion of d that is reflected to space by any object within a 35.2 x 35.2 km column

reaching from the surface to the TOA.

!Vonder Haar (!983) emphasizes the importance of the continuity of satellite radiation measurements.
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• The main purpose of the third albedo product is to be compared to albedos produced by

single-view instruments. This coarse expansive albedo is also calculated at a 35.2 km

resolution, but registered to a constant 30 km altitude. Its exact definition is

where d and b are downward and upward solar fluxes through a 35.2 x 35.2 km area at

the TOA (assumed to be 30 km above sea level). Although this definition is closest to the

albedo definitions used by sorne single-view instruments (for example, ERBE), the

expansive albedo has much smoother spatial variations. The lack of sharp contrasts is due

to interactions among nearby regions. For example, pans of the radiation reflected from a

bright cloud may go over nearby dark areas by the time the radiation reaches the 30 km

altitude (Figure 4.1.2).2 To account for this interaction, expansive albedos are calculated

in two steps. First, the reflection is calculated at the RLRA, and then il is projected

upward to the appropriate 30 km level pixels.3

The main goal of Chapter 4 is ta investigate a problem essential to retrieving all three

albedos. This problem is that of angular integration, i.e., how to use knowledge of

radiation reflected in nine directions to infer the total radiation reflected in ail directions.

4.2 General Approach

A convenient forro of angular integration for ail three MISR albedo retrievals is linear

regression:

Q

A = L a,BRF,+e
loi

k = 1, 2, ...,9 (4.2.1)

•
2Since the coarse restrictive a1bedo does not consider these interactions, its values are more similar ta
a1bcdos produced by single-view instruments.
3parts of the radiation erossing the 30 km altitude near the swath edge come from outside the swath
measured by MISR. This radiation can be accounted for by assuming that areas just outside the swath
rencct the sarne way as areas just insidc.
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• Figure 4.1.2. Radiative interactions among neighboring regions: (a) cross section of a

scene (the arrows represent reflected solar radiation); (b) restrictive albedo registered at the

RLRA (solid line) and expansive albedo registered to 30 km altitude (dashed line).
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• where k is the MISR camera index number,4 BRFkiS the reflectance measured by each

camera, and ak and e are empirical coefficients. The simplest way to obtain these

coefficients is to divide the upward hemisphere into nine segments ,,~ that each segment

contains one MISR camera view, and assume Lambertian reflection within each segment.

A convenient way is for each segment (except the top one) to be a half-ring on either side

of the solar plane. These half-rings can be separated about halfway between the viewing

zenith angles of neighboring MISR cameras, at Il = 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 0.96 (Figure

4.2.1). In this case, e is zero and the ak values depend only on the solid angles covered by

each segment, i.e., on the energy that would be reflected into each segment by a

Lambertian refieclOr with an albedo of 1. Unfortunately, this energy weighting scheme

can lead to large biases in retrieved cloud albedo values. The reason for the biases can be

understood from the following argument.

Fwd

•

Figure 4.2.1. Division of the upward hemisphere into nine segments for the energy

weighting scheme. The distance from the center is proportional to the cosine of the

viewing zenith angle Il, and the direction from the center indicates the azimuth relative to

the solar plane (forward scallering is on the left side). The small circles identify the view

angles measured by MISR at 30° relative azimuth.

4k =1 indicalcs the Dcamera which measurcs forward reileclion from a scene, k =2 the C camera nextto
il..... and k = 9 the Dcamera which measures backward reileclion.
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Since the nine MISR measurements are taken along a fairly constant azimuthal plane. the

reflection's zenith angle dependence along this azimuth can be measured fairly weil. Thus

the main uncertainty of angular integration is in estimating how reflected radiation varies

with azimuth (Figure 4.2.2). A comparison of Figures 4.2.2a and b shows that the

azimuthal variation is influenced substantially by cloud properties. The main factors

deterrnining the azimuthal dependence of cloud reflection are solar elevation, cloud

thickness and structure, and the single-scattering properties of cloud particles. But

comparison of Figures 4.2.2a and b also reveals features common to most clouds:

reflection peaks in forward and/or backscatter directions. These peaks are due to

respective peaks in the scattering phase function of cloud particles and, if present, to cloud

inhomogeneities (Davies 1984). The biases of the energy weighting scheme are due

mainly to these peaks. For example, if MISR measures near the solar plane, the scheme

assumes that the high reflectance values detected by oblique cameras occur over all

azimuths, and thus overestimates the true albedo. If, however, MISR measures far from

the solar plane, the scheme completely ignores the existence of peaks, and thus

underestimates the real albedo (Figure 4.2.3).5

These biases can be avoided only by using more realistic angular models for cloud

reflection. There are two main approaches for generating such models. The flISt approach

is to use theoretical cloud models. This strategy has been followed by the International

Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP), which used plane-parullel cloud models in

satellite retrievals (Rossow et al. 1985). The second approach is to combine large

numbers of observations from various view angles to obtain "average" angular

distributions. This statistical approach has been chosen in the Earth Radiation Budget

Experiment (ERBE) (Taylor and Stowe 1984).

The sun-synchronous orbit ofEOS-AM satellites prohibits using the statisticul approach.

The problem is the correlation between solar elevation and the relative azimuth of MISR

measurements. For example, all MISR measurements for 60° solar zenith angle will be

about 20° - 30° off the solar plane, while reflection to larger azimuths will never be

measured. Thus, there would be no data with which to construct a reflection model for

oblique views at large azimuth angles.

5Some simple azimuthal models lead 10 the same resull as solid angle Integration. Such models include
the assumption of linear or cosine-like azimuthal variations [BRF,•••)=CM +dMcos(q» J.
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b

1.0

•
Figure 4.2.2. Angular dependence of the reflected radiation for 60° solar zenith angle: (a)

plane-parallel cloud with "t =7.5 and albedo =0.55, (b) broken cloud field with the same

scene-average albedo. The values are in BRF units and the coordinates are the same as in

Figure 4.2.1.
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The main danger of the other approach, the use of theoretical models, is "overmodeling,"

i.e., using a model which is not appropriate for a particular scene. This danger can be

minimized by adopting a three-step strategy:

1. If the cloud type is known exactly, the appropriate model should be used. Due to the

large variety of cloud inhomogeneities, this determiIÙstic weighting of measured BRF

values will initially be used only for homogeneous, plane-parallel clouds.

2. If the measurements do not fit any cloud model exactly, but agree with basic cloud

reflection properties, a generic cloud model should be used. Such a model takes into

account basic cloud properties, but is not specifie to any particular cloud type. In this

case:, the measurements taken by ~ejJarate cameras are combined using a stochastic

weighting scheme described in Section 4.3.2.

3. If the measurements do not fit even basic cloud properties, the use of any cloud

specifie angular model would be unjustified. Thus, the energy weighting scheme

should be used.

Although the basic approach is theoretical, future MISR measurements could still be used

to improve the accuracy of albedo retrieval methods. One way to incorporate future

measurements into the derivation of regression coefficients is outlined in Section 4.3.1.

4.3 Azimuthal Model Database

The deterrnination of ak and E coefficients for equation (4.2.1) involves two main steps:

calculating the radiative properties of a large variety of cloud scenes, and using the results

to generate the required coefficients. These steps are described in the following two

subsections.

4.3.1 Cloud database

The main purpose of generating the cloud database is to obtain the radiative properties of a

wide variety of cloud fields. The scenes in the database are specified by satellite retrievals

and by a stochastic cloud model described in Section 2.1.2. The scenes, at 68-meter

resolution, coyer 35.2 x 35.2 km areas (the resolution of coarse MISR albedos), and

include a large varlety of
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cloud thicknesses (optical depths ranging from 1.5 to 50),

cloud structures (including homogeneous, plane-parallel clouds and broken cloud

fields with both cloud top height and VEC variations), and

cloud microphysical properties (based on various dropsize and ice crystal

distributions).

•

Cloud radiative properties are calculated using the Monte Carlo model described in Section

2.2.2. Presently, the da'abase includes resu1ts for 84 cloud fields at 0.443 Ilm and 0.865

Ilm wavelengths (blue and near-infrared MISR channels). At this time, results have been

generated for 0°, 30°, 60° and 80° solar zenith angles, but simulations for other solar

elevations will be necessary in the future. Simulations include atmospheric effects as

described in Section 2.2.2. A technique similar to the adding-doubling method ensures

that the available Monte Carlo results can be used to calculate cloud reflection above any

surface in a matter of seconds. For the sake of simplicity, however, all results presented

in this chapter are for non-reflecting surfaces (which might be regarded as a fll'st-order

approximation for oceans). Cloud reflection is calculated at an angular resolution of 10°

along the azimuth and 0.04 along the cosine of the viewing zenith angle. In order to obtain

fairly high accuracies (with errors typically less than 0.01 in reflectance and 0.0003 in

albedo values), each Monte Carlo experiment has simulated at least four million photons.

Thus the main uncertainties of the cloud dataset are not in calculating radiative transfer,

but in specifying the cloud fields in a realistic way. In particular, the main limitations, in

approximate decreasing order of importance, are that

• the dataset is based largely on artificial cloud structures, and it is unknown how

representative each cloud field is of real ones,

• the microphysical properties of ice crystals are poorly known and hence may not be

weil represemed,

• the large variety of underlying surfaces is not fully represented,

• water cloud microphysics is simplified by using only a few dropsize distributions,

• the dataset is based on LOWTRAN model atmospheres which are not representative of

ail atmospheric conditions,

light polarization and annospheric refraction are neglected.

Future MISR measurements may be used to reduce the uncertainties due to the fust and

most important problem. Curremly, there is no reliable way to tell the degree to which

particular artificially generated cloud fields are representative of real cloud fields, and thus

each one is given equal weight in various calculations based on the dataset. However,
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these equal weights may be modified using future MISR measurements. For example, a

large number of MISR measurements could each be assigned ta the most similar cloud

model in the dataset. Then each cloud field in the dataset would be given a weight

proportional ta the number of measurements assigned ta il. Once these weights were

caJculated, the new dataset could be used ta refine the albedo retrieval method. However,

since no MISR measurements are presently available, the details of such possible

improvements have not yet been developed.

Until MISR data become available, the use of other satellite measurements is planned ta

improve the representativeness of the cloud dataset. Monte Carlo simulations for a large

number of cloud fields obtained from AVHRR data have just begun. The original 1.1 km

resolution of the nadir AVHRR data is enhanced four-fold ta 275 m by including

randomly generated sma11-scale variations that fo11ow the power law scaling of the original

image. These small-scale variations are generated using a simple procedure based on the

stochastic cloud model described in Section 2.1.2.

4.3.2 Azimuthal models

Once the cloud dataset is set up, the next task is ta generate azimuthal models (AZM's),

i.e., to determine the integration coefficients for equation (4.2.1). An important

requirement is that the methoè should work even if measurements are not available from

a11 nine MISR cameras. This can happen, for example, if a high level cloud obscures

oblique views te nearby lower-level clouds. Therefore, separate sets of integration

coefficients are required for each possible configuration of camera-obscurances.

As mentioned in Section 4.2, the coefficients for the energy weighting scheme method can

be detem1ined easily, based on simple geometrical cons;derations.6 After various methods

were tested, a five-step algorithm proved to be the best for bath plane-para1lel and generic

cloud models. (In order ta improve retrieval accuracy, separate plane-parallel models

should be used for clouds in various brightness intervals.) The approach is to use each

ù'!ailable camera ta give an individual albedo estimate, and then combine these estimates.

The algorithm is as fo11ows:

6lf ail nine cameras are available, the coefficients are: D camerns: 0.08, Ccameras: 0.\,
B camerns: 0.14, tilted A cameras: 0.1312, nadir A camera: 0.096.
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AlI the relevant scenes from the cloud dataset should be used 10 calculate the ratio Tk:

k = l, 2, ... , 9

where Nciouds is the total number of relevant scenes in the damsel.

Step 2.

For each camera, the appropriate Tk value should be used to estimate the albedo of each

cloud scene:

Ai,.t = T, BRr~,.t , i::::; 1, 2.... , Nc/owJ.s , k = 1, 2, ... , 9 .

These estimations will have a certain Ch root mean square (RMS) error:

[ J

'h1 Ndo...u 2

O"=-N ~ (Ai,.t-Ai.,,~) .
c/Dwb 1_1

Step 3.

The nine Tk values should be weighed inversely proportionally to their individual O'k

values:

•

Step 4.

A flrst-order albedo estimate, A', should be obtained:

,
A' = ~ T;BRF,

hl

This is equivalent of assuming that ak in equation (4.2.1) equals T; , and e is zero.
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Step 5.
The calculation of A' in Step 4 does not take into account that cloud reflection becomes

more isotropie as clouds become thicker. Thus, the estimated A' values are biased

downward for thin clouds, and upward for thick clouds. The results presented in Figure
4.3.1 show that this bias can he eliminated if the A' values are corrected through a simple

linear regression:

A'=yA'+Tt

Then the coefficients required for equation (4.2.1) can be obtained by simply taking
a, =r; y, and e = Tt .
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Figure 4.3.1. Albedo retrieval errors for inhomogeneous clouds. SZA = 60°, and relative

azimuth = 30°.
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4.4 Choosing an Azimuthal Model for Observed Scenes

Once the azimuthal database (containing regression coefficients for equation (4.2.1» is set

up, the main task of angular integration is to choose which azimuthal model should be

used for a particular measurement. The folIowing procedure can be used to choose the

index numbers which identify the most appropriate azimuthal model:

• Select the relevant solar elevation- and view angle index numbers.

• For retrievals at 0.443 and 0.555 ~m, select the appropriate index number for the

RLRA. The index number is important for taking into account the magnitude of

Rayleigh scattering that occurs above the main reflecting layer.

• Select an index number according to the configuration of oblique camera views that

are obscured.

• Based on the geographicallocation, time of year and other sources (for example, the

SSM/l global snow-ice coverage map), choose the appropriate surface scene type (for

example, ocean, vegetated land, non-vegetated land, and snow or ice).

• Use the nadir cloud mask to decide whether a cloud or a surface azimuthal model

should be used. For cloudy scenes, carry out the folIowing steps:

1. Based on geographical location, time of year, and RLRA, guess the cloud

phase (ice, liquid or unknown). Though the "unknown" category wili

probably be chosen very often, fairly safe guesses can be made for many cases

(low-Ievel equalorial c1ouds, polar clouds, etc.).7,s

2. Decide whether or not a homogeneous, plane-paralIel cloud model can be

applied. For the decision, consider

i) whether smali-scale variations of nadir reflectance, as given by the

standard deviation of ail 275 x 275 m areas within a 2.2 km pixel (a

standard MISR product), exceed a certain threshold value.

if) whether larger-scale vari.acions of nadir reflectance, as determined from

the standard deviaiion of a 5 x 5 array of 2.2 km pixels, exceed a

certain threshold.

ifi) whether camera-to-camera changes in the measurements agree with

plane-parallel cloud reflection models. If the RMS difference between

7In later phases of the MlSR mission, these guesses can be improvcd by using a standard product of the
MODIS instrument (also on board the EOS-AM satellite), which describes cloud phase. However, this
product cannot he used in MISR retrievals until approximately a year after the launch, when the MODIS
science team evaIuates ilS reliability.
SThe use of current metcorologicaltemperalure clnta is aIso considered for estimating the cloud phase.
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the measurements and the best-fitting plane-parallel model is large, the

homogeneous model cannot be used.

3. If a plane-parallel model can be applied, choose the model with the smallest

RMS difference from the measurements (as deterrnined in Step 2iiO.

4. If a plane-parallel model cannot be applied, decide whether a generic cloud

model can be used. This choice should be based on whether or not the

measured BRP values are consistent with general cloud reflection properties.

Unexpected features would indicate that the scene cannot be represented by a

generic cloud model, and thus the energy weighting scheme must be used.

Specifically, the following questions should be considered:

• Is any camera's BRP value very different from the average of its

neighboring cameras' values? (Le., Do the camera-by-camera

variations follow a relatively smooth curve?)

Are the nadir to most oblique camera variations within reasonable

bounds? These bounds are defined as the smallest and largest changes

in the relevant portion of the cloud dataset.

In sorne cases the reflection from a 2.2 x 2.2 km area may appear irregular only because

the pixel contains a small portion of a cloud. For example, reflections to the right and left

are markedly different if only an area at the right edge of a cloud is considered. In this

case, a lot of radiation can escape through the cloud side to the right, whereas only

reflection from the cloud top goes to the !eft. If the energy weighting scheme were applied

to such pixels, the average of retrieved albedos over entire broken cloud fields (i.e., the

coarse albedos) could have biases similar to the effect shown on Figure 4.2.3. (The biases

would be somewhat weaker than on Figure 4.2.3, since, as Figure 4.2.2 demonstrates,

the reflection of broken cloud fields tends to be less azimuthally anisotropic than the

reflcction of plane-parallel clouds.) Therefore, in deciding whether the generic cloud

mode! can be used, Step 4 does not consider individual pixels, but rather, the average

reflection of 5 x 5 pixel areas around them. This way the energy weighting scheme is

chosen only if the reflection of this area (which contains more entire clouds) behaves

irregularly.

Once this procedure is completed, the index numbers obtained identify the ak and e values

that can be used in equation (4.2.1) to estimate the albedo.
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4.5 Uncertainty Estimations

Since no measurements similar to MISR are available, the uncertainties of the albedo

retrieval method can be estimated only from the present cloud dataset. However, since this

dataset is largely made up of artificially generated cloud fields, uncertainty estimates

should only be considered as guides, not as quantitatively reliable values. It is nonetheless

worthwhile te make estimates to test whether the retrieval algorithms behave reasonably,

and te demonstrate the potential benefits of using multiple views for albedo retrievals.

These two tasks are addressed in the sections below by using the azimuthal models

derived from the cloud dataset to retrieve albedos for various scenes in the dataset.

The error estimates are presented for the 0.865 Ilm MISR channel. Over ocean, the most

important difference between the four channels is in the magnitude of Rayleigh scanering.

The main effect of this scattering is to smooth out the differences among the angular

distributions of radiation reflected by various cloud types, thus making albedo retrievals

slightly easier. Therefore, MISR cloud albedo retrievals are expected to be most accurate

for the 0.443 Ilm and least accurate for the 0.865 Ilm channel. The difference between

retrieval accuracies at these !wo wavelengths is demonstrated at the end of Section 4.5.2.

4.5.1 Testing the behavior of retrieval algorithms

The logic of plane-parallel and generic cloud albedo retrieval methods ensures that they are

free from an overall bias. That is, given a perfect cloud database, they can correctly

deterrnine the global average albedo of their respective scenes. The lack of overall bias

does not, however, necessarily imply that they could not have systematic biases for

various cloud types. For example, such a bias could be a systematic over- and

underestimation of albedo values according to various cloud dropsize distributions. Such

a bias would mean, for example, that the albedos obtained for fogs (made up of very

small droplets) would ail be biased upward or downward. The average errors for various

dropsize distributions, shown on Figure 4.5.1, however, indicate that this is not the case:

neither plane-parallel nor generic cloud retrievals !ead to significant dropsize-dependent

biases.9

9Since only two ice phase functions are presently available, and il is not clear how representative they are
of rcal ice clouds. the effecLS of cloud phase cannot yet be estimated in a reliable way. Therefore, the
problem of ice clouds should be addressed in future stucUes.
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Another bias in generic cloud retrievals couId be over- or underestimation of cloud

albedos, depending on whether a scene was nearly plane-paral1el or very inhomogeneous.

The possibility of such a bias is examined by using coefficients from generic cloud

models ta estimate the albedos of plane-parallel clouds. It is expected that if the albedo

values for plane-parallel clouds are biased either way, albedos for very broken cloud

scenes must be biased in the opposite direction in order ta allow the overall average to

remain correct. The results shown on Figure 4.5.2 suggest this bias to be fairly small, and

certainly much smaller than it would be for single-view instruments.
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4.5.2 Benefits of using multiple views

•

Multiple views can improve retrieval accuracies in two ways. First, knowledge of the

angular variation of reflected radiation helps decide whether or not plane-parallel or

generic cloud models can be used, and thereby prevents the use of inappropriate models in

certain cases (Figure 4.5.3). Second, multiple views also decrease errors once the

;:ppropriate retrieval method is selected. To examine this effect, the RMS errors of albedo

estimations based on ail nine views are compared to errors that would occur if the nadir

view alone were available. 10 For plane-parallel clouds, the accuracy of angular

integration cannot improve significantly, since for such scenes even nadir-only

lÜThe maximum encoumered errors are not examincd, since it is doubûullhat all scenes in the cloud
dataset are realistic. (A single unrealistic cloud could incrcase the maximum error significantly, while it
could affect the RMS error LO a much smaller degrcc.)
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measurements can give accurate results (for water clouds with RMS errors Jess than

0.005). Hence, for homogeneous scenes, multiple views can decrease albedo retrieval

errors mainly by reducing calibration errors and random noise in the measurements. For

inhomogeneous clouds, however, multiple views can improve the accuracy of angular

integration significantly (Figure 4.5.4). This result is very important, since il indicates that

M1SR will be able to achieve one of its main goals, to improve the accuracy of albedo

retrievals for inhomogeneous clouds. The figure also shows that the improvement is

greatest for oblique sun cases-exactly where singJe-view retrievals are least accurate.

The question may arise, which additional views make this improvement possible. One

way to address this question is to look at the weights assigned to each camera, i.e., the Wk

values in equation (4.3.1). Figure 4.5.5 shows that the B cameras have the highest
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weights and thus contribute most ta the final albedo estimates. This implies that on the

orbit of EOS-AM satellites, viewing zenith angles close to 45° are optimal for single-view

albedo estimations. This is somewhat smaller than the 60° angle Davies (1984) found to

be most suitable. The difference is probably due to the fact that Davies modeled

inhomogeneous clouds as cubes with equal horizontal and veltical dimensions, whereas

the present cloud dataset contains more complex cloud structures.

Another way ta look at how each camera affects final retrieval accuracy is to examine how

errors change as more and more oblique cameras are obscured. Figure 4.5.6 indicates that

even if only the A and B cameras can be used, the accuracy is still significantly higher

than that of nadir-only instruments.
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Since Figure 4.5.4 presents error estimates obtained at 35.2 km resolution, ils values refer

ta coarse albedos. As mentioned in Section 4.4, the accuracy of MISR's fine albedos can

be affected by sorne 2.2 km pixels containing only portions of inhomogeneous clouds. In

order to demonstrate this effect, the reflection of a 35.2 x 35.2 km broken cloud field

«"t> = 15; CF =0.5; ~ =30 km'!; S(k) = l, if k S; 6, otherwise S(k) =3.6) is simulated at

2.2 km resolution. For 60° solar zenith angle, the results indicate that while the generic

cloud model can determine the overall scene albedo with an error of only 0.017, the RMS

error for the individual pixels is 0.047. This indicates that MISR's fine albedo values have

larger uncertainties than coarse albedos. Since using a single nadir view for the same

scene would give a fine albedo uncenainty of 0.134, though, MISR's multiple views can

still be expected to improve the accuracy of fine albedos.

Uncenainties associated with the energy weighting scheme are much more difficult to

evaluate than errors in plane-parallel and generic cloud retrievals. The reason for this is
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that the cloud database cannot be used to test the scheme, since the scheme is supposed to

be applied specifically for cases that are inconsistent with the database. Vntil actual

measurements can be studied, one can only assume that multiple views will improve the

retrieval accuracy e"~n for the energy weighting scheme.

So far, ail estimates for the retrieval uncertainty have been prescnted for the 0.865 !lm

MISR channel. As mentioned above, over ocean, the most important difference between

the four channels is in the magnitude of Rayleigh scattering. The main effect of this

scattering is to smooth out the differences among angular distributions of radiation

reflected by various cloud types, thus making albedo retrievals a little easier. Since the

magnitude of Rayleigh scattering decreases with increasing cloud height, this effect can be

expected to be strongest for low-Ievel clouds, and weakest for high-Ievel clouds. It can

also be expected to increase with SZA, since Rayleigh scattering becomes stronger as

photons travel along more tilted, and hence longer paths in the atmosphere. The

magnitude of this effect is examined by comparing the accuracy of albedo retrievals at a

wavelength with strong Rayleigh scattering (0.443 !lm) to the accuracy at a wavelength

with negligible Rayleigh effect (0.865 !lm), assuming a cloud-base height of 2 km for all

secenes. The results presented in Figure 4.5.7 suggest that (provided that the RLRA is

known precisely) for low- and mid-Ievel clouds, MISR albedos can be expected to be

most accurate for the blue channel (0.443 !lm).

Over land, the retrieval accuracy at various wavelengths depends on how precisely the

surface characteristics are known. The problems of retrieving surface radiative properties,

however, lie beyond the scope of the present work, and are therefore deferred to further

studies. 11

IlSurface albcdo retrieval melhods are being developcd by Chris Borel and Sig Gerstl at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

This study has focused on the shortwave radiative effects of cloud inhomogeneities. In

particular, it has addressed two main questions: .vhat the processes through which

inhomogeneities influence solar reflection are, and how this influence can be taken into

account in albedo retrievals based on future satellite measurements.

Addressing the frrst question was important, since while previous studies calculated the

radiative effect of various cloud inhomogeneities, they did not fully explain these effects.

These studies offered explanations for the calculated inhomogeneity effects using various

terms and expressions, such as "channeling," "plane-parallel albedo bias," and "side

illumination." However, these terms did not give full descriptions of the mechanisms

through which cloud inhomogeneities influence solar radiation. As a result, there was no

way to tell the degree to which various mechanisms were responsible for the overall

inhomogeneity effect. Specifically, the main problems were that

• Most terms were used only in a qualitative sense, without exact definitions. Thus the

magnitudes of various effects could not be quantified.

• Many definitions were appropriate only for special cloud geometries. For example, the

term "side illumination" could be interpreted easily for cuboidal or cylindrical clouds,

but it is not so obvious exactly where the sides of a cumulus cloud end and the top

begins.

• The '-,arious terms described only sorne individual aspects of radiative transfer in

inhomogeneous clouds, but they did not form coherent systems that would explain the

overall effects of cloud inhomogeneities. For example, the plane-parallel albedo bias

addressed the fact that the cloud layer which solar radiation reaches has areas where

clouds are thicker and thinner than average. However, there were no corresponding

definitions for the effects that complement this bias by influencing radiation once it is

within the cloud layer.
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This slUdy has proposed a way to overcome these problems by taking a new approach:

instead of examining how inhomogeneities change radiance and flux values at various

fixed locations, as other slUdies did, it has studied how individual photons are influenced

by inhomogeneities as they move along their paths within the cloud layer. The difference

between the present approach and other ones is analogous to the difference bctween the

Lagrangian and Eulerian approaches used, for example, in fluid dynamicf..

Using the adopted approach, this study established a theoretical frameworlc: which defines

and evaluates the various mechanisms th!ough which cloud inhomogeneities influence

solar radiation. The main advantages of the proposed framework are that

• It reflects the physical processes through which cloud inhomogeneitics influence

shortwave radiation.

• It is based on unambiguous, quantitative definitions that are easy to calculate.

• Its individual inhomogeneity effects complement cach other without overlap; i.e., they

can simply he added up to obtain the overall inhomogeneity cffec!.

• It can be used for any irregular cloud fields. Any inhomogeneities-for example,

internal volume extinction coefficient variations and the effects of cloud brokenness

can be handled within a unified framework.

The proposed system separates the radiative effect of cloud inhomogeneities into IWO main

components: 1-0 and 3-0 inhomogeneity effccts. The 1-0 effect addresses the fact that

photons enter the cloud layer at locations ofvarious optical thicknesses, whereas the 3-0

effect, that these photons may aClUaIly encoumer more or fewer droplets than their point

of entry would suggest, because multiple scattering changes their course. In order to

calculate the m~gnilUde of the first componem, the study has developed a one-dirnensional

radiative transfer approximation called the "Tilted Independent Pixel Approximation"

(TIPA). This approximation, somewhat related to the widely used "Independent Pixel

Approximation" (IPA), can not only calculate the 1-0 inhomogeneity effect, but could

also be used in future studies to obtain quick estimates of scene albedo. An important

advantage of the TIPA is that, unlike the IPA, it uses not only the frequency distribution,

but also the spatial distribution of cloud optica! thickncsses. This allows the TIPA to

explain various phenomena that cannot be explained using the IPA, for example, that

cloud streets parallel and perpendicular to the sun have different radiative properties.

However, results also indicate that even if the TIPA is used, a 1-0 framework is not

sufficient to fully describe numerous phenomena, since 3-0 effects are often also very

important. This study identified four 3-0 mechanisms through which cloud
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inhomogeneities influence solar radiation: upward trapping, downward trapping, upward

escaping, and downward escaping. The magnitude of these four components of the 3-D

inhomogeneîty effeet was calculated from Monte Carlo simulations.

Uses of the proposed framework were demonstrated by quantitatively examining various

aspects of the inhomogeneity effects that occur in irregular cloud fields. It was found that

identical variations in cloud optical thickness can cause much stronger inhomogeneity

effects if they are due to variations in cloud top height (CTH) (Le., geometrical cloud

thickness), and not in volume extinction coefficient (VEC), as assumed in previous

stndies of irregular cloud fields. For overhead sun, the differences in albedo are

comparable in magnitude to the 3-D effects themselves, and can exceed 0.05. For oblique

sun, the differences are smaller, but can still be signifir;:mt.

The differences were explained by examining why the individual components of the

overall inhomogeneity effect are different for the two types of cloud variability. It was

found that for VEC variations, downward escaping is the strongest 3-D effect, whereas in

the case of CTH variations, the other three 3-D effects can be at least as important.

Combining the individual 3-D effects revealed that, as suggested in previous studies, the

main means by which 3-D effects decrease the albedo of clouds with VEC variations is the

flow of radiatiC'r from thick to thin regions. In case of CTH variations, however, the main

means is the flow of radiation from thin to thick regions. It was also found that for

oblique sun, 3-D effects decrease the scene albedo primarily by making the reflection of

upwelling radiation more difficult. This finding was somewhat unexpected since previous

studies focused more on 3-D effects decreasing the scene albedo by making the

transmission of downwelling radiation easier.

As expected, 3-D effr·cts were found to decrease the albedo of ail scenes having VEC

variations. However, it was found that for overhead sun, 3-D effects due to CTH

variations can increase the albedo even if neither absorption, nor surface reflection is

present. The increase (which was less than 0.01 for ail cases) can occur for scenes with

slightly sloped clouù sides and large cloud fraction, and is due to a relatively strong

upward escaping effect. Although 3-D effects still decreased the albedo of most scenes

with CTH variations, the above result implies that the IPA underestimates the albedo of

sorne inhomogeneous cloud scenes even for overhead sun.
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It was also found that the addition of an underlying homogeneous, plane-parallel cloud

layer can enhance 3-D inhomogeneity effects due to cm variations. For turreted stratus

geometries the enhancement is due to an increase in the upward trapping effect and can

exceed 0.06. The results suggest that 3-D effects due to small cm variations decrease

cloud reflection most at the cloud edge, whereas 3-D effects due to large cm variations

decrease cloud reflection most at intermediate cloud thicknesses. One should note,

however, that the addition of a plane-parallel layer always decreases the 1-D

inhomogeneity effect, and hence the overall inhomogeneity effect as weil.

After examining the effects on albedo, this study also investigated how inhomogeneities

affect cloud reflection toward the zenith, a direction which is especially important for

satellite remote sensing. (Many studies have used near-venical satellite measurements

because they have higher spatial resolution than oblique measurements. Another

advantage of near-vertical views is that vertically extended clouds do not obscure the gaps

that occur between them, as they do in oblique measurements.) In panicular, the proposed

theoretical framework was used te offer a possible explanation of why clouds reflect a

relatively larger portion of the incoming solar radiation toward the zenith for oblique than

for overhead sun (Loeb and Davies 1996). While this phenomenon appears to contradict

the behavior of homogeneous clouds, it can apparendy be explained by the effect of cloud

inhomogeneities, especially CTH variations. It was shown that the zenith reflectance of

inhomogeneous clouds increases with the solar zenith angle mainly because

inhomogeneities tend to make it more difficult for radiation to leave the cloud in oblique

forward directions. The results indicate that the relative difference between the scene

average nadir reflectance of cloud fields with CTH and VEC variations can exceed 25%

for overhead sun, and 50% for oblique sun.

The results discussed above imply that the radiative properties of many cumulus cloud

fields (which have significant eTH variations) may be somewhat different from those

suggested in previous studies. (These studies either used simple cloud geometries, such

as cubes, or attributed ail optical thickness variations to changes in the VEC, and kept the

geometrical cloud thickness constant.)

This study described various processes and phenomena that occur in some irregular cloud

fields. Its most important limitation seems to be the uncertainty in how representarive the

exarnined cloud structures are of real clouds (e.g., which examined situation occurs how
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often, etc.). Thus, future slUdies based on more representative cloud datasets are required

to deterrnine the magnitude of the described effects in the earth's atrnosphere.

In future studies, the proposed theoretical framework can also be used to investigate

various aspects of shortwave radiative inhomogeneity effects not addressed here. For

example, it can be useful in exploring the influence of stochastic vertical inhomogeneities

and of 3-D variations in microphysical cloud properties, or in exarnining the effects of

cloud inhomogeneities on the angular and spatial distributions of ref1ected radiation, and

on solar absorption and transmission. The developed definitions and approach of

examining how each individual photon is affected by cloud inhomogeneities can also be

useful in slUdying radiative processes that occur in inhomogeneous media other than

clouds, such as lUrbid fluids.

This study also deve10ped an algorithm that, by taking advantage of the unique multi-view

capability of the future MISR instrument, can improve the accuracy of satellite estimates

of inhomogeneous cloud albedos. This task is important, since present albedo retrieval

methods (based on single-view measurements) treat homogeneous and inhomogeneous

scenes the same way, thereby, as shown in previous studies, introducing large biases in

estimated albedo values. The potential accuracy of the developed algorithm was analyzed

for a dataset obtained by using a Monte Carlo model to simulate radiative transfer through

a large number of irregular cloud fields. The results indicate that using muIti-view

measurements can improve the accuracy of satellite-based albedo retrievals by a factor of

three or more. The improvements can be attributed to two main factors. First, knowledge

of the angular variation of reflected radiation helps decide whether plane-parallel or

generic cloud models can be used, and thereby prevents the use of inappropriate models in

certain cases. Second, multiple views decrease errors once the appropriate cloud model is

selected by making the task of angular integration easier.

The most important task required to improve the accuracy of the developed method is the

improvement of the cloud dataset used in generating look-up table values. Such

improvements can he achieved by processing future MISR measurements. Since such data

are not yet available, more AVHRR scenes will soon be used to make the dataset more
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representative of real cloud fields. The present dataset should also be extended to include

ice clouds and various land surfaces.

Although the algorithm was developed specifically for the MISR instrument, it can be

adapted for albedo retrievals based on other multi-view instruments or on co-located

measurements taken from different satellite platforrns (for example, a geostationarj and a

polar orbiter plarforrn).

Finally, the algorithm, which presenùy calculates albedos for specific wavelengths, can be

further developed to estimate broad-band shortwave albedos. These climatologically

important albedos could be obtained by combining MISR data with measurements taken

by other instruments on the same platforrn (for example MODIS and CERES). Such

algorithms could take advantage of the unique opportunity posed by the fact that, for the

first time, the EOS-AM satellite will provide simultaneous information about the spatial,

spectral and angular distributions of the solar radiation reflected from c1ouds.
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Appendix A

AIgorithms for Albedo Calculations using the
Tilted Independent Pixel Approximation

In this study, the values of (Al"..,)]) in equation (3.1.2) are calculated using a slightly

modified version of the Monte Carlo radiative transfer model described in Section 2.2.2.

Only the following three modifications are required to enable the model to perform

calculations based on the TIPA:

• In order to ensure that all photons move along straight lines, the fust free pathlength L

of each photon (measured in optical thickness units) is set to an extremely large value.

This ensures that all photons pass through the cloud layer without being scattered.

• After each photon is simulated, a ~o value is obtained by multiplying the optical

pathlength 1 the photon actually passed through by the cosine of the SZA. Then the
A(,,) plane-parallel albedo is obtained from a pre-calculated look-up table.

• The scene-average TIPA albedo (AI"..,)]) is then estimated by averaging the A(,o) values

of all simulated photons.

The statistical uncertainty of the obtained TIPA albedos can be estimated the sarne way as

the uncertainty of any Monte Carlo albedos, with equation (2.2.4). An important

advantage of this Monte Carlo approach is that the effects of diffuse illumination (due, for

example, to Rayleigh scattering by the overlying air) can be included through a very

simple modification: scattering in the overlying air should be allowed by setting the

photon pathlength L to a large value only once a photon enters the cloud ;ayer.

Another possible approach is to calculate the full distribution of 't(x,y) over an entire scene.

The knowledge of all 't(x,y) values can be useful, for example, in studying the effects of

cloud inhomogeneities on the spatial distribution of reflected radiation. For scenes with
horizontal variations in the volume extinction coefficient, 't(x.y) can be obtained by using

the equation
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where III is the horizontal resolution of the scene and eo is the SZA. For intemally

homogeneous clouds with cloud top height variations, the 't
0 values for full lines in x

direction can be obtained using

•

where zrop(x.y) is the cloud top height at point (x,y) and X is the domain size in the x

direction. Since both equations require high spatial resolutions for accurate results. this

second approach can be most efficient for smaller scenes (for example based on Landsat

TM images). For larger scenes (for example, those based on AVHRR or GOES images),

the modified Monte Carlo approach tends to he more efficient.
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